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This thesis reviews currently existing attrition methodologies and critically
examines the (ATtrition CALibration) ATCAL approach for heterogeneous force
mixes. Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients must be calibrated for use in ATCAL.
When the aggregated combat results from a Lanchester-type attrition model agree with
the results of a high-resolution simulation, for a particular mix of weapons on either
side, the equation is said to be calibrated. Combat scenario runs are made in the high-
resolution JANUS combat model. A maximum likelihood estimation approach
(COMAN), which incorporates target priority and availability information, is used to
estimate the Lanchester attrition rates in the ATCAL model. A continuous-time, three-
state Markov chain model of target acquisition in JANUS is used to obtain the target
availability parameters required in the COMAN approach. Bootstrap confidence
intervals are developed for the attrition-rate estimates and the target availability
parameters. The ability of the ATCAL methodology to replay JANUS results in an
aggregated, heterogeneous-force replay model is investigated. These developments
have the potential for allowing high-resolution simulation results to be extrapolated to a
wider spectrum of conditions (e.g. force mixes) than currently possible by virtue of the
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Essentially all current theater-level air-ground models and joint-warfare models
play aggregated ground combat and assess ground losses by means of the ATtrition
CALibration (ATCAL) method developed by the United States (U.S.) Army Center for
Army Analysis (CAA) in the early 1980s. In fact, essentially the same attrition
algorithm (developed originally by CAA) is used in all these models. However, there is
no documentation of the theoretical basis for ATCAL. Thus, there is a need to
document the theoretical basis of this important approach for determining Lanchester-
type attrition-rate coefficients for large- scale ground-combat models. This knowledge
can be used to improve ATCAL to provide it with the ability to make better
extrapolations and be more responsive to the new analysis requirements of the Twenty-
First Century. Thus, the methodological developments of this thesis can have a direct
impact on DoD tools currently used for investigating issues involving large-scale
ground forces.
Almost all DoD models involving large-scale ground forces assess attrition for
these ground forces by means of algorithms based on Lanchester-type equations of
warfare. There are two main approaches for determining numerical values for the
attrition-rate coefficients in such differential-equation based combat models
(1) Bonder-Farrell Approach,
(2) ATCAL Approach.
The ATCAL approach, whose extension is the subject of the thesis at hand,
estimates parameter values of an aggregated-replay model from the output of a high-
resolution, Monte-Carlo combat simulation. This estimation phase is called ATCAL
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Phase I. The replay of high-resolution simulation results by an aggregated-replay model
is called ATCAL Phase H ATCAL evolved from a seminal work called COMAN. A
maximum likelihood estimation technique was used in COMAN to develop statistical
estimates for these parameter values under an extremely restrictive condition (namely,
all enemy target types have exactly the same availability for engagement by each
opposing firer type). CAA could not retain such a restrictive condition for the U.S.
Army studies. Unfortunately, this has also meant that the estimation of ATCAL
parameter values based on any type of theoretically-sound statistical theory also was
also not retained.
This thesis extends ATCAL methodology by developing a submodel to
determine the availability of each enemy target type to any opposing firer type by
consideration of a continuous-time, three-state Markov chain. Target availability is the
probability that a particular enemy target type is visible and acquired by a given
opposing firer type. The calculation of transition rates for this Markov chain model
requires more detailed output data involving line-of-sight and target-acquisition
information from a high-resolution Monte-Carlo combat simulation than is used in
current practice. Target availability is computed as a function of these transition rates
by the use of a JAVA program written to reduce simulation output data. With values
obtained for all target availabilities, it is a straightforward matter to compute maximum
likelihood estimates for Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients, the rate at which a given
firer type kills acquired enemy targets of a given type.
The theory developed in this thesis is implemented in a case study involving the
JANUS model, a contemporary, high-resolution Monte-Carlo simulation extensively
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used by the U.S. Army for both training and analysis. A major difficulty that was
encountered in practice was to obtain the more-detailed line-of-sight data from JANUS.
This difficulty was overcome by modifying the source code for the JANUS program to
force JANUS to output the required information in a text file.
After the parameters of the ATCAL equations have been obtained as a result of
the data reduction from the JANUS simulation model, the ability of the ATCAL Phase
II methodology to replay the high-resolution-combat-simulation results in an
aggregated, heterogeneous-force replay model is investigated.
These theoretical developments have the potential for allowing such high-
resolution results to be extrapolated to a wider spectrum of conditions (e.g. varying
force mixes) than is currently possible by virtue of the more detailed nature of the
aggregated-replay model involved. Future work should computationally investigate the
playing of artillery effects. Extension and implementation of the ideas developed in this
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The United States (U.S.) Department of Defense (DoD) and other ministries of
defense often rely on computer-based models and simulations to support decision
making. These models and simulations are used in a wide variety of application areas,
which include material acquisition, logistical, and combat operations. This thesis
focuses on aggregated combat models and simulations that are used to provide insight
into the potential outcomes of proposed courses of actions prior to committing members
of the military into harm's way.
Lanchester-type equations [Ref. 1] play a central role in representing ground-war
attrition in aggregated combat models. These aggregated models use a variety of methods
to determine scenario or equipment dependent Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients that
represent the rate at which an individual firer kills enemy targets. A major problem in
applying any type of Lanchester-type model to a real-world military problem is the
estimation of the numerical value for a Lanchester attrition-rate coefficient. In the
homogeneous case, where each of the opposing forces only has one type of equipment,
the development of the Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients is fairly trivial. However,
within the context of heterogeneous forces that participate in combined arms combat, the
estimation of Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients can be a formidable task. This thesis
examines the methods that are used to develop the Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients
for both homogeneous and heterogeneous forces.
B. BACKGROUND
The military modeling community currently uses the Bonder-Farrell approach
[Ref. 2] and the ATtrition CALibration (ATCAL) approach [Ref. 3] to determine the
Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients. These two methods approach the problem from
completely different perspectives. The Bonder-Farrell approach uses an analytical sub-
model that is independent of any high-resolution simulation model to estimate the
Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients. [Ref. 2] The ATCAL approach estimates the
Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients from the output of a high-resolution simulation
model. [Ref. 3] This thesis focuses on the ATCAL approach. The Concepts Evaluation
Model (CEM) [Ref. 4], the Tactical Warfare (TACWAR 4.1) Model [Ref. 5] and the
Ground Combat module of the Integrated Theater Engagement Model (ITEM) [Ref. 6]
use the ATCAL approach to determine the attrition of aggregated forces.
ATCAL has two phases. In ATCAL Phase I, the Lanchester attrition-rate
coefficients are estimated from the output of a high-resolution Monte-Carlo combat
simulation. In ATCAL Phase n, a fitted parameter analytical model uses a set of
Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] equations and the Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients to
simulate force attrition. [Ref. 3]
The primary user of the ATCAL method is the Center for Army Analysis (CAA).
Their implementation of ATCAL Phase I uses the output of the Combat Sample
Generator (COSAGE) model to obtain the Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients [Ref. 5].
COSAGE is a two-sided, stochastic, high-resolution combat model that simulates forty-
eight hours of conventional combat between two opposing forces over a variety of
defensive and offensive tactical combat situations [Ref. 5]. Their implementation of
ATCAL Phase II uses CEM as its higher level aggregate model. [Ref. 4]
Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients must be calibrated for use in ATCAL. When
the aggregated combat results from a Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] attrition model agree with
the results of a high-resolution simulation, for a particular mix of weapons on either side,
the equation is said to be calibrated [Ref. 3].
Taylor notes several concerns about the current ATCAL methodology used by the
CAA. There is essentially no documentation of the theoretical basis of ATCAL. There is
an ad hoc estimation of model parameters from the high-resolution output in that only the
final attrition results are considered. There is no time stamping of data. [Ref. 2]
This thesis demonstrates the application of an alternative method for the
estimation of Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients used in ATCAL. The CAA could
potentially use this alternative method demonstrated in this thesis if COSAGE source
code could be modified to provide some additional data points as explained in Chapter
IV.
C. PURPOSE AND RATIONALE
The purpose of this study is to propose and demonstrate the application of a sound
mathematical formulation and a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) approach to
determine the Lanchester attrition rates for direct-fire engagements of heterogeneous
force mixes. This is called ATCAL Phase I by the CAA. Replay of the high-resolution
simulation results by aggregate force equations using the parameters obtained from
ATCAL Phase I is called ATCAL Phase H.
In ATCAL Phase I, this study uses the COMAN MLE approach. COMAN stands
for COMbat ANalysis, a model that was first developed by Gordon M. Clark in his Ph.D.
thesis in 1969 [Ref. 7]. General Research Corporation made some improvements on the
COMAN model and called it the COMAN Extended (COMANEX) model. COMANEX
became the predecessor to ATCAL. [Ref. 8].
In his COMAN model, Clark estimated Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients from
a high-resolution simulation of battalion-sized combat engagements of heterogeneous
forces using MLEs. Clark also introduced target priorities and target availability
parameters when he extended his homogeneous-force model to describe attrition for
heterogeneous forces. Each weapon type was ranked with a priority for the firers of the
opposing side. Clark assumed that this priority ranking held for all firers on the opposing
force and that each firer allocated his fire on the highest priority target acquired. Clark
developed MLEs for target availability parameters and the Lanchester attrition-rate
coefficients. The reason for target availability parameters is that one needs to consider
the probability of whether a particular target type can actually be engaged by a given firer
type. [Ref. 7]
This thesis uses Taylor's adaptation of Clark's equations to estimate Lanchester
attrition-rate coefficients. [Ref. 2] JANUS, a high-resolution simulation, [Ref. 9] is used
to generate time-stamped attrition and detection data to obtain model parameter estimates.
JANUS is preferred over the COSAGE model for use in this thesis for several reasons.
First, it is readily available at the Naval Postgraduate School. Second, the author plans to
take the results of this study and use them in analysis at the JANUS site in Turkey. Third,
JANUS provides detailed target line-of-sight (LOS) and detection information. [Ref. 9]
This study exploits JANUS' LOS and detection information to compute target
availability information for all different weapon types used in Taylor's adaptation of
Clark's heterogeneous force equations. Clark used complicated maximum likelihood
estimator equations to estimate target availability and assumed target availability was the
same for all different heterogeneous target types in his model.
Rather than use Clark's existing methodology, this study uses a modified version
of a continuous-time, three-state Markov chain model of target acquisition to obtain
different target availability parameters for each weapon system. This approach was
considered by Clark but never used in his thesis. Thus, the use of a Markov chain model
of target acquisition in JANUS to obtain different target availability values for all
different weapon types is an extension to Clark's model [Ref. 7].
The source code for the JANUS program had to be modified to output the times
when LOS between two entities in the simulation were lost. These results along with
other detection information are output to a text file. A JAVA program had to be written
for this thesis to extract the necessary information from JANUS' modified detection files
for use in the Markov chain model of target acquisition. Additionally, another JAVA
program is written to extract the necessary information for heterogeneous force equations,
i.e., the times between kills of entities in the simulation and the number of entities
remaining at any given time in the simulation, from JANUS' modified direct-fire kill
files.
This study also attempts to document the theoretical basis of the ATCAL
methodology. In Taylor's many visits to the CAA, he has been unable to locate any
report, paper, or notes documenting the theoretical basis of ATCAL. His discussions
with several technical people at CAA revealed that no such documentation has ever
existed. [Ref. 10]
To summarize, this study involves the following specific tasks:
1. Review the existing attrition methodologies for aggregated forces in general,
and provide a through documentation of the theoretical basis of the ATCAL
methodology.
2. Perform an ATCAL Phase I analysis by applying a sound MLE approach to
time-stamped attrition and acquisition data obtained from JANUS simulation
runs using a heterogeneous force scenario. The attrition rate parameters
obtained here will be used in an aggregate model. Write two JAVA programs
to extract information necessary for the COMAN MLE from JANUS'
modified detection and direct-fire kill files.
3. Use a three-state, continuous-time Markov chain model of target acquisition to
estimate the target availability parameters contained in the heterogeneous-
force ATCAL equations. Use the JAVA program written to be used with
JANUS' detection files to compute the rates and the steady state solution of
the Markov chain model.
4. Perform an ATCAL Phase II analysis by running an aggregate attrition model
in an EXCEL spreadsheet that uses ATCAL equations to determine the
attrition of forces.
D. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
A detailed discussion of other existing attrition methodologies is beyond the
scope of this study. Instead, introductory information is provided simply to acquaint the
reader with other currently existing methodologies. This study only deals with the
ATCAL approach for the direct-fire engagements of heterogeneous forces. An analysis
of the ATCAL approach for attrition resulting from indirect fire weapons, such as
mortars and artillery, is beyond the scope of this study.
Existing attrition methodologies that are discussed include the Force Ratio
approach [Ref. 1] and Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] models. The Lanchester-type [Ref. 1]
models include both the Bonder-Farrell approach and the ATCAL approach. These
attrition methodologies are discussed in Chapter II with an emphasis on the ATCAL
methodology. In Chapter HI, the target acquisition process in the JANUS combat model
is addressed in detail as it relates to this research. The COMAN MLE approach and the
method of obtaining target availability values in the COMAN MLE by using a three-state,
continuous-time Markov chain model are discussed in Chapter IV. The analysis of Phase
I and Phase II results are presented in Chapter V. Finally, conclusions and
recommendations are presented in Chapter VI.
II. ATTRITION METHODOLOGIES
This chapter provides introductory information on some of the currently used
attrition methodologies. The Force Ratio approach is discussed first, followed by two
Lanchester-type models, which use the Bonder-Farrell and the ATCAL approaches. A
detailed discussion on the theoretical basis of the ATCAL methodology is also presented.
ATCAL methodology is the main focus of this study.
A. FORCE RATIO APPROACH
In this approach, the heterogeneous forces on one side are aggregated into a single
equivalent homogeneous force by using an index-number method [Ref. 1]. More
specifically, each weapon system is assigned a score based on a common weighting
criteria. Summing over the number of systems multiplied by their respective scores
generates an overall firepower index (FPI) for the heterogeneous force. The resulting
process represents a homogeneous force ratio attrition model, since this FPI is a single
scalar value. The FPI, a single scalar measure of combat power, replaces the explicit
representation of the heterogeneous force. The advantage of a firepower index-method
lies in its ease of use and computational simplicity. Its disadvantage is the amount of
subjectivity involved in determining the weight assigned to the different weapon systems.
The experience and knowledge of experts assigning these weights might differ;
consequently, there may be a discrepancy among the firepower values assigned by
different experts. [Ref. 1]





i = weapon systems index
m = number of different weapon systems
Sj = firepower score (value) for weapon system of type i
Yj = number of weapons of type i
A similar approach is also used for the opposing X (Blue) force.
The force ratio (FR) is computed by dividing the attacker's (say Blue) firepower
index by that of the defender (say Red). That is,
,_^ FPlBlue . ,_ „ NFR= (2.2)
FPked
This gives a measure of relative combat power at the instant the values are calculated.
[Ref. 1]
In large scale (i.e., division level and above) ground combat models, firepower
indices are used as a surrogate for unit strength to determine engagement outcomes,
assess casualties, and determine FEBA (Forward Edge of Battle Area) movement [Ref.
1]. However, subjectively determined firepower scores may vary widely for the same
force. For this reason, the Force-Ratio approach has come under a fair amount of
criticism [Ref. 10]. E.B. Vandiver, Director of the Center for Army Analysis (CAA),
emphasized this point in his letter to A.W. Marshall, director of Net Assessment, Office
of the Secretary of Defense, in April 1992:
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"Long experience teaches that so long as static scores exist,
they will be badly misused. For this reason, I oppose their
continued existence as a method of analysis." [Ref. 11]
Nevertheless, the Force Ratio approach is still used in some versions of current combat
models such as TACWAR. [Ref. 12]
B. LANCHESTER-TYPE MODELS
A British engineer, F.W. Lanchester, is credited with the original introduction of
Lanchester models. [Ref. 1] He developed these models in an attempt to quantify the
effects of massing fires in modern warfare during World War I [Ref. 13].
A basic understanding of the underlying framework to which attrition rates are
applied is necessary to the understanding of Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] attrition
methodologies. A basic Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] analysis of modern warfare for the
simple case of homogeneous forces will be illustrated in this chapter. This simple case is
sufficient to illustrate all the salient points required for further understanding of the
Bonder-Farrell and ATCAL applications of the Lanchester methodologies that are
discussed below. The heterogeneous case that is implemented in this thesis is an
extension of the homogeneous force case presented here.
Combat between two homogeneous forces, as conceptualized by the basic
Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] analysis for modem warfare, assumes that the casualty rate of
such a homogeneous force is directly proportional to the number of enemy firers. This is

















Figure 1. Basic Lanchester-type [Ref. 7] paradigm of modern warfare for
homogeneous forces
In Figure I, X and Y are two hypothetical forces where x (t) and y (t) denote the number
of X and Y firers respectively at time t. The rate at which a single typical Y firer kills X
targets is "a" and it is called a Lanchester attrition-rate or a conditional kill rate.
Similarly, "b" is the rate at which an X firer kills Y targets. For X > and Y > 0, the
basic Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] paradigm of modern warfare between homogeneous forces








-bx withy(0) = yo
dt
(2.3)
where, x and y represent initial force levels at time t=0. These equations must be turned
off when x or y reaches zero. The values x and y are realizations of X and Y at time t.
According to the Bonder-Farrell attrition methodology [Ref. 12], the Lanchester
attrition-rate-coefficient "a", can also described as the single-weapon-system-type kill






where E[Txy] denotes the expected time for an individual Y firer to kill an X target. The
following section involves a description of the original problem faced by Bonder and a
detailed description of E [Txy]- It is followed by a discussion of the ATCAL approach in
Section 2.
1. Bonder-Farrell Approach
The Bonder-Farrell attrition methodology for homogeneous forces of a single
shooter, a tank, on either side is discussed here. This methodology involves a
freestanding analytical model that generates attrition values from an analytical sub-model
independent of any high-resolution simulation [Ref. 10]. The development of this
methodology goes back to the original problem addressed by Bonder: the firing of a tank
gun against a tank target. The U.S. Army's Armor School at Ft. Knox, KY, sponsored his
original work. At the time of his research, gun fire control, i.e., laying and aiming, was
achieved by using an optical telescope (gunsight) augmented by a reticle. In this type of
fire control, the gun boresighted with the telescope was visually aimed at the target with
each successive shot being re-aimed. If the gunner had to de-point the gun from the target
to reload, then each shot was essentially a first shot. Luckily, this was mostly not the case
except for very high angle shots where the gun would have to be almost leveled before
the loading of the next round. The Armor School reduced the impact of this by
developing special mechanisms for returning the gun to its original position, thus making
each successive shot essentially a repeated shot. [Ref. 14]
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The most significant factor in aiming the gun was whether or not the previous shot
hit the target (assuming a kill did not take place). If it was a hit, then its impact point
could usually be observed and the accuracy of the next round thereby increased. If the
round was a miss, then its impact point was usually not observed (due to the flat
trajectory), and thus the accuracy of the next shot could decrease. Some of these events
are range-dependent factors (i.e., the acquisition and flight times, and probabilities of hit
and kill) that objectively represent the possible sequence of events in an actual one-on-
one duel between two opposing tanks. [Ref. 14]
Bonder expressed the attrition-rate coefficient as the reciprocal of the expected
time between casualties. He related the attrition-rate coefficient to time dependent factors
that are adjusted to fit the flow of the battle. The basic equation developed by Bonder to
obtain the expected time to kill a target, E[T], can be computed by summing all the
component event times resulting in a combat kill [Ref. 12]. Bonder calculated the
expected time to kill a target with the following set of equations:
E[T] = ta + t, - th + A, + A2*[A3 + p(h\h) - Pl ] (2.5)
A, = (th + tf)/p(k\h) (2.6)
A2 = (tm + tf)/p(h\m) (2.7)
A3 = (l-p(h\h))/p(k\h) (2.8)
where:
ta = time to acquire the target,
tj = time to fire the first round after acquisition,
th = time to fire a succeeding round given the previous one was a hit,
tm = time to fire a succeeding round given the previous one was a miss,
tf= time of flight of the round to the target,
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p(k\h) = probability of kill given a hit,
p(h\m) = probability of hit of a succeeding round given the previous one missed,
p(h\h) = probability of hit of a succeeding round given the previous one hit,
pi = probability of a first round hit. [Ref. 14]
All times mentioned above in the sets of equations (2.5) - (2.8) are expected values. For
example, only the mean time to acquire a target, or the mean time to fire the first round
after acquisition etc. are used in this model. Furthermore, there is perfect information
concerning whether or not the target is killed. The model and information provided in
these equations are for a single shooter, but display the salient features of the approach.
However, for application to practical problems, one needs to consider combat between
heterogeneous forces, a topic that is beyond the scope of this thesis. A similar Bonder-
Farrell approach is also used for heterogeneous forces.
2. ATCAL Approach
The ATCAL approach involves two phases. ATCAL Phase I estimates
Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients from the output of a high-resolution Monte-Carlo
combat simulation. In ATCAL Phase n, the set of Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] equations and
the Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients obtained from Phase I are used to simulate
aggregate force attrition. [Ref. 3]
The ATCAL methodology forms the basis for force-on-force casualty assessment
in direct-fire and area-fire engagements in large-scale computer-based ground combat
models. It is used by the CAA to extrapolate results of the high-resolution COSAGE
simulation runs into the aggregated CEM model. [Ref. 3]
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There is essentially no documentation of the theoretical basis of the ATCAL
methodology used by the CAA. Furthermore, existing ATCAL documentation does not
even mention that the ATCAL methodology is based on a Lanchester-type [Ref. 1]
combat attrition model. [Ref. 10]
The next sections provide a thorough documentation of the underlying
Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] model for ATCAL that was adapted by James G. Taylor [Ref.
15] and [Ref. 8]. First, the homogeneous and heterogeneous force models are given.
Next, the derivation of the ATCAL assessment equations from the underlying Lanchester-
type [Ref. 1 ] model is discussed to clearly establish the theoretical basis of ATCAL.
a) Homogeneous-Force Model
According to Clark, the basic direct-fire, Lanchester-type model for the
case of two homogeneous forces has the following form of nonlinear equations [Ref. 8].
For x > and y > 0,
dx y
=-a(l-p )y with x(0) = Xo
f (2.9)
— =
-P(l - q y )x with y(0) = yo
dt
The x and y variables in the equations in (2.9) are the sizes of the X and Y
forces, xo and yo denote the size of X and Y forces at time t = 0. The constants a > and
P > are the conditional kill rates, while the constants p, q are the probabilities of target
non-availability. That is,
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a = Conditional kill rate, also known as the Lanchester attrition-rate coefficient
(i.e., Rate at Which a Y Firer Kills X Targets)
(2.10)
p = Prob [Typical Y Firer Does Not Have a Particular
X Target Available to Engage]
and similarly for q and p. It is usually more convenient to speak in terms of target
availability defined, for example, as follows
A=l-p (2.11)




B = Prob [Typical X Firer Has a Particular Y Target
Available to Engage]





-<x{(l-(l- A) x }y with x(0) = x
=
-P{(1 - (1 - B) y }x with y(0) = yo
(2.13)
dt
It should be noted that attrition modeled by the above differential equations must
be turned off when the number of targets has been reduced to zero to prevent negative
force levels from occurring. [Ref. 8]
b) Heterogeneous-Force Model
A heterogeneous force model should be used in situations where an X
force that is composed of m different types of weapon systems is opposed by a Y force
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composed of n different types of weapon systems. In this scenario, the underlying
Lanchester-type model has the following form of (m+n) nonlinear Clark equations [Ref.
8]:
For Xj > and for yj > 0,
dx n m
-e- = -£a 1J {(i- P;')rip^^ J fori = 1— m >
°-t j=l k = i+l
dv m n
-^=-^,{^-^011^}^ for j=l,...,n, (2.14)
dt j=i k= j+i
Here i = 1 denotes Y's lowest priority X target type and m denotes the
highest priority X target type. Similarly, j = 1 denotes X's lowest priority Y target type
and n denotes X's highest priority Y target type. The index k represents the higher
priority target types for i and j firers. The following initial conditions apply:
xi0= initial X force size at t=0 for i = 1,. . .,m,
and (2.15)
yj = initial Y force size at t=0 for j = 1 , . . . ,n.
Equations in (2.14) are turned off when xj or yj reach zero.
The constants a.ij and pji > are the conditional kill rates. The constants
Pij, qji > are the probabilities of target non-availability for all pertinent values of the
indices i and j. The constants piy and q^ are the probabilities of target non-availability of
higher priority target types for all pertinent values of the indices i and j. That is,
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Pkj = Prob [ Typical Yj Firer Does Not Have a Particular Higher Priority
Xk Target Available to Engage]
Pij = Prob [Typical Yj Firer Does Not Have a Particular (2. 16)
Xj Target Available to Engage]
ay = Conditional kill rate, also known as the Lanchester attrition-rate coefficient
(i.e., Rate at Which a Yj Firer Kills Acquired X; Targets),
and similarly for qid, qj; and Pjj. In terms of target availability, the underlying Lanchester-
type [Ref. 1] model of combat between two-heterogeneous forces takes the following
form:
For Xj > and yj > 0,
dx.
=
-Z a u{( 1 -( 1 - A .J )
X
' )Fl( 1 - A kJ )
Xk
}yj for i = l,..., m





-lP J,{(l-d-B J1 ) y) )Ila-BJ y ' }x, forj = l,...,nQt 1= i k=j+i
All target types are arranged in order of increasing target priority, i.e.,
higher priority target types have higher index values. The definitions of the probabilities
of target availability Ay, Bji, Akj and Bid, are included. [Ref. 8]
Ay = Prob [Typical Yj Firer Has a Particular
Xj Target Available to Engage]
Bji = Prob [Typical Xj Firer Has a Particular
Yj Target Available to Engage]
(2.18)
Akj = Prob [Typical Yj Firer Has a Particular Higher Priority
Xk Target Available to Engage]
Bkj = Prob [Typical Xj Firer Has a Particular Higher Priority
Yk Target Available to Engage].
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Equations in (2. 17) are turned off when X; or yj reach zero.
The development of the underlying Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] model for
ATCAL for homogeneous and heterogeneous forces has been provided. The next section
explains the development of a Lanchester-type model for ATCAL and establishes its
theoretical basis.
c) The Development ofa Lanchester-Type ModelforATCAL
The derivation of ATCAL assessment equations from the underlying
Lanchester-type model depends on a transformation of the Lanchester-type [Ref. 1]
differential equations by an averaging operator. This operator was first used, but never
documented by Dr. Alan Johnsrud when he developed the ATCAL methodology for CAA
in 1983. [Ref. 15]
Consider that the average of a function x(t), x , over time is given by the
following:
x = - fx(s)ds = Ave[x] (2.19)
Furthermore,
x = x(t) denotes the X force level at time t
x denotes the initial X force level
Ax(t) = Xq - x(t) denotes X force casualties at time t
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Application of the averaging operator to a Lanchester-type [Ref. 1 ] model
results in an equation for the force levels. Consider the following linear Lanchester-type
[Ref. 1] model explained previously in equation (2.3). For x > and y > 0,
— =





= - b x with y(0) = y
The constants "a" and "b" in the above equations represent the Lanchester
attrition-rate coefficients as explained in equation (2.3).



















Applying the operator to the right-hand side of the first equation in (2.20)
yields
Ave [ay]= a Ave [y]= - a y
.
(2.23)
Finally, a similar application of the averaging operator to the second equation in (2.20)
results in the following equations with initial force levels of x > and y > 0:




Two important points need to be emphasized here. First, for a linear
Lanchester-type model, such as equation (2.20) above, the averaging operator is exact and
linear in the average force levels. Second, the equations contain twice the number of
unknowns as the original Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] model. [Ref. 15]
This second point implies that, if there are m unknown force levels in the
linear Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] model, then there will be m such unknown casualty
figures (i.e., values of Ax(t) and Ay(t)) and also m unknown values for the average force
levels in the equations. Thus the model is underdetermined and m additional constraints
must be added to equations (2.24) in order to be able to solve them explicitly. Johnsrud
supplied these additional conditions by assuming that all force levels undergo an
exponential decay. [Ref. 3] He assumes that the following condition, for the X force
level, holds,
- (-Ax(t))





x is the time average of force level x(t) and is defined by (2. 19)
Ax is the number of X casualties during the assessment period of length t
(Xo-X(t))
x is the initial number ofX force units.
Taylor has shown [Ref. 16] that if equation (2.25) holds, then x(t) must be
an exponential function, either decreasing or increasing over time. As a result, for the
case of homogeneous forces, ATCAL solves the following system of four nonlinear
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equations in four unknowns ( x , y , Ax, and Ay) in (2.26) by successive substitution to
determine the numbers of casualties during each assessment period.
The discussion above demonstrates the derivation of basic ATCAJL
assessment equations from an underlying Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] model and thus
establishes the theoretical basis of ATCAL.













ATCAL is a Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] model whose theoretical foundations
were established by Gordon M. Clark in his Ph.D. thesis in 1969 [Ref. 7]. Clark used
[Ref. 7] MLE of parameter values from the time-stamped output data of the high-
resolution Monte-Carlo combat simulation in his thesis. CAA did not use his thesis when
ATCAL was being developed in 1982. For this reason, CAA did not adopt a MLE
approach for the estimation of model parameters in ATCAL. In chapters IV and V, this
thesis demonstrates the application of a MLE approach originally envisioned by Clark.
This chapter has shown the development of homogeneous and heterogeneous
force ATCAL equations. The development of a Lanchester-type [Ref. 1] model for
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ATCAL and the establishment of its theoretical basis has also been achieved. The next
step in this research is to obtain the high-resolution simulation output data in order to
estimate the values of the conditional kill rates, a;j and Pjj, and the target availabilities, Ay
and Bjj, in the ATCAL equations that were described in this chapter.
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III. JANUS COMBAT MODEL
In Chapter EQ, a combat scenario is created in JANUS in order to obtain the
required time-stamped attrition and target acquisition data for the estimation of the
parameters mentioned above. Parameter estimation involves the application of COMAN
MLE methodology, which is the topic of Chapter IV. A detailed description of the target
acquisition process in JANUS is essential before explaining the COMAN maximum
likelihood estimation approach to obtain target availabilities from the high-resolution
simulation output.
A. OVERVIEW
1. Background of Development
JANUS, named after the two-faced Roman God who was the guardian of the gates
of Rome and the patron of beginnings and endings, exists in several versions. The initial
version was developed as a nuclear effects modeling simulation by the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory at the University of California and called JANUS
(Livermore) or JANUS (L) [Ref. 9]. It was delivered to the United States Army Training
and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico in
January 1983 [Ref. 17] where it was adapted for use in tactical training. Several versions
of JANUS have been developed and used since 1983 for both training and analysis.
Version 6.88 (Unix Model) of JANUS is used in this research effort.
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2. Characteristics
The JANUS combat model is an interactive, six-sided, closed, stochastic ground
combat simulation with a graphical user interface [Ref. 9]. Interactive refers to the
military analyst's responsibility for the control of position and movement of forces and
decisions on what to do during crucial situations of the simulated combat. The direct fire
engagements are scripted. However, the user can plan artillery missions or move his
forces when JANUS is run in the interactive mode. In the automatic mode, the user sets
up the battle and allows it to run on its own. Six-sided refers to the possibility of as many
as six opposing units controlled by six separate sets of players. This feature allows a
simulation of coalition warfare. Closed means that the disposition of opposing sides is
unknown to the players in control of the other sides with the exception of the information
provided by those friendly units in contact with the opposing units. That is, only those
enemy units detected by friendly forces appear on the friendly side's screen. Stochastic
means that the results of events in the simulated battle, like direct fire engagements, are
determined according to the laws of probability. The same results may or may not occur
if the same scenario is repeated. The user has the option of setting a random number seed
between 1 and 100 for each JANUS run. If the same random number seed is used with
the same scenario in a future run, results of the original experiment will be repeated when
JANUS is run in the automatic mode. Ground combat refers to the fact that the principle
focus of the model is on maneuver warfare and artillery units. [Ref. 9]
In addition, JANUS also models weather and its effects, day and night visibility,
engineering support, minefield employment and breaching, rotary and fixed-wing aircraft,
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resupply operations and chemical warfare [Ref. 9]. The terrain representation in JANUS
realistically affects visibility and movement. The combat model uses digitized terrain
data developed by the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA), in order to provide military
users with familiar terrain features such as contour lines. Other terrain features unique to
the terrain selected such as roads, vegetation, rivers and urban areas can be created by the
user and pasted onto the terrain file provided by DMA. These terrain features replicate
their real world characteristics such as visibility through vegetation or trafficability on a
certain type of road created. All the features of the simulation described above provide
the user with the flexibility to accurately represent a multitude of combat scenarios and
thus makes JANUS the primary high-resolution combat simulation used by the United
States Army to model brigade sized (and below) combat operations. [Ref. 9]
B. TARGET ACQUISITION PROCESS
1. Background and Purpose
The target acquisition process in JANUS is based on the Night Vision Electronic
Sensors Directorate (NVESD) target acquisition methodology, referred to as the
ACQUIRE methodology. This was adopted by the U.S. Army in 1993 [Ref. 18]. The
ACQUIRE methodology basically uses the same methodology as the Army's Center for
Night Vision and Electro-Optic devices (CNVEO) search model [Ref. 19]. JANUS used
the CNVEO model until the adoption of the ACQUIRE methodology in 1993 [Ref. 18].
The integration of the ACQUIRE methodology into JANUS has been accomplished
through data input. A table of P-infinity values, which indicate the fraction of a large
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population of observers that would eventually detect a given target after a very long time,
is loaded during the initialization process [Ref. 20]. In addition, the way in which P-
infinity values for the set of observers and targets are determined was also slightly
modified [Ref. 20]. However, these results did not significantly alter JANUS results
[Ref. 20]. Some features and parameters of the search and detection process remain
subjects of debate and modifications are occasionally made when appropriate [Ref. 20].
The ACQUIRE model produces a single-glimpse probability of acquisition by
considering the number of resolvable cycles across the target and requires input from the
target platform, atmospheric objects and the sensor object in the simulation conducting
the search. Since JANUS is interactive, the requirements for rapid response time strongly
influence the implementation of the ACQUIRE model. Pre-processing of simulation
objects before the computationally heavy line-of-sight (LOS) calculations reduces the
number of computations required during the execution of the scenarios. Additionally,
filters reduce the computationally expensive trips through the search algorithms. [Ref. 19]
The search and detection process is implemented in three stages in JANUS. In the
first stage, initialization, the necessary parameters are set up in order to partition the
search as a function of the units on each side and the two time constraints (target list
update cycle time and detection cycle time) that are input by the analyst. Sensor
performance level characteristics for each sensor type are also initialized for every
observer-target pair in the scenario. During the scenario runs, units, which meet the
acquisition criteria, are placed on a potential target list. This constitutes the second stage
of the search process. In the third stage, the probability of detection of those targets on
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the potential target list is calculated for specific observers. Random draws are then made
to determine which targets are actually detected. [Ref. 19]
The following sections explain the parts of the ACQUIRE model that are
applicable to this thesis in terms of the simulation of target acquisition and discrimination
in JANUS. These topics will be discussed in order to make them understandable to
readers who are not familiar with the computer simulation techniques used by JANUS or
the details of the search and detection theory. Interested readers may refer to [Ref. 18],
[Ref. 19], [Ref. 21] and the references contained therein for more detailed information on
target acquisition in JANUS.
2. Initialization of the Search and Detection Process
JANUS is an interactive simulation and the search and LOS processes consume
most of the computational resources. Thus, a trade off exists between the frequency of
search updates and the responsiveness of an analyst's interactions. The analyst is allowed
to specify a target list update cycle time in JANUS Screen I (Appendix A) that is longer
than the detection cycle time. This allows the units to be considered less often for the
filtering processes and saves some computation at the expense of a somewhat less
accurate list of potentially detectable targets. The choices of the detection and target list
update cycle times influence the JANUS' performance in a given scenario. Shorter cycle
times will generally allow a better representation of the search process. However, they




The detection process in JANUS uses a first stage of filtering units in
order to avoid the computationally costly search and LOS calculations for as many units
as possible. Most of the logic and bookkeeping for filtering units is contained in the
DSTLOS subroutine. A unit is filtered out if it is destroyed, inoperable due to chemical
warfare agents, or if it is a passenger and cannot detect targets. Units must go through
filtering before they can be added to the potential target list. [Ref. 19]
b) Potential Target List
Targets that pass the filters mentioned above and whose cycles are
resolved in the field-of-view (FOV) of the sensor, meet the criterion for eventual
detection. They are placed on the observer's potential target list with an associated value
reflecting its ease of detection. There can only be a total of ten targets on a given
observer's list. If the target list is full, the least detectable target in the list is replaced by
a more detectable one. Those targets detected during previous cycles have priority and
are always placed on the potential target list. [Ref. 19]
3. Explanation of Resolvable Cycles
The probability of target detection in the ACQUIRE model is dependent upon the
concept of the number of resolvable cycles across a target's presented minimum
dimension for each target-sensor device pair and the time the target spends in the sensor's
field of view. Visualize a pattern of stripes equal in width at the target's location as in
Figure 2. Assume that they alternate in color and the contrast between the colors is the
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same as the contrast between the target and the surrounding background. Also let the
length of target's minimum-presented dimension be represented by the length of the
pattern in Figure 2. One can easily distinguish with the naked eye the number of black
and white lines in Figure 2. [Ref. 21]
Figure 2. Target's minimum presented dimension at the
target's location represented as a pattern of stripes equal in
width. Figure taken from Ref [22].
Decreasing the distance between the black and white lines to a minimum width until the
eye cannot distinguish between them is shown in Figure 3.
This minimum width is analogous to the wavelength of one cycle in the
ACQUIRE model and defines the sensitivity or capability of the eye. The same thing is
true for the sensors used in JANUS simulation. It should also be noted that this cycle
wavelength represented by the minimum width varies with the contrast between the target
and the background. Using this width, the number of resolvable cycles can be defined as
the number of pairs of stripes contained within a distance equal to the target's minimum
presented dimension. [Ref. 22]
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Figure 3. Decreasing the distance between the black and
white lines to a minimum is shown here. This minimum
distance is analogous to the wavelength of one cycle in the
ACQUIRE model. Figure taken from [Ref. 22].
JANUS uses the following parts of the ACQUIRE model to calculate detection
probabilities and also to compute the probability of distinguishing a target at a higher
level of resolution given the number of cycles resolved:
a. The attenuation in the atmosphere of the target's signature along the
line of sight between the target and the sensor is computed. [Ref .21]
b. Using the target's signature computed in the first step, the number of
resolvable cycles (N) that the sensor can resolve across the target's
minimum-presented dimension is calculated. [Ref. 21]
c. Using the number of resolvable cycles, N, a decision is made to
determine if the target can be detected. If so, the time and the level of
resolution of target detection is also determined. [Ref. 21]
Each of the three steps above is discussed in detail below.
a) Attenuation in the Atmosphere
The target's signature travels through the atmosphere before reaching the
sensor. As illustrated in Figure 4, this signature is affected by normal atmospheric









Figure 4. A large-area smoke cloud blocking the line-of-sight
between the target and the observer's sensor. Figure taken from [Ref.
22].
The attenuated target signature at the sensor can be represented as follows:
Ss = St * Tl * T2 (3.0)
Ss = Attenuated target signature at the sensor
St = Signature at target
Tl = The attenuation due to transmission of the normal atmosphere
T2 = The attenuation of transmission caused by any large-area
smoke cloud along the LOS between the target and the sensor.
Tl and T2 have values between and 1. That is, if both of them are one,
then there is no attenuation. If either of them is zero, the target's signature is not
transmitted to the sensor, and the sensor cannot detect the target. For optical sensors, St
represents the optical contrast of the target. The optical contrast is part of the weather
data in the master database in JANUS. The normal atmospheric transmission for optical
sensors can be described as follows. [Ref. 21]:
1
71 =
l + SGR*(e {a *R) -1) (3 !)
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where,
R = range between target and sensor
a = The extinction coefficient of the atmosphere, which is part of the
weather data stored in the master database
SGR = The sky-to-ground brightness ratio, which is also part of the
weather data and stored in the master database.
For thermal sensors, St is the absolute value of the average temperature
difference between the target and its surrounding background. The atmospheric
transmission for thermal sensors can be written as [Ref. 21]:
Tl=e (^* R) (3.2)
where, a and R are defined as above.
b) Resolvable Cycles
The cycles per milliradian (CMR) is the measure of sensor sensitivity. It is
the number of resolvable cycles that the sensor can distinguish as mentioned previously.
The CMR can be expressed as a function of the target signature at the sensor using Ss
from equation (3.0). That is,
CMR = f(Ss). (3.3)
However, there is no closed form solution for the above equation. Instead, JANUS uses a
mean resolvable contrast (MRC) curve for optical sensors and a mean resolvable
temperature (MRT) curve for thermal sensors. JANUS uses the interpolation of the MRC
and MRT data to obtain CMR values [Ref. 21]. After the CMR value is obtained from
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the MRC and MRT curves through interpolation, the number of resolvable cycles, N, is
then calculated by the following equation [Ref. 21]:
N = CMR * (TDEVI / RANGE) (3.4)
where,
TDIM = Target's minimum presented dimension
RANGE = Range between the target and the sensor
Finally, after the number of resolvable cycles for a particular target-sensor
combination is determined, the probability of detection of the target can be determined
using the method described in the following section.
4. The Probability of Target Detection
JANUS only considers those targets that are on the potential target list for
detection. The probability of detection of the target is a function of the number of
resolvable cycles, calculated in equation (3.4), across the target's minimum-presented
dimension [Ref. 22].
T
The following definitions are necessary for use in determining the probability of
detection:
Poo= The probability that the target will eventually be detected given sufficient
(infinite) time [Ref. 21].
P(t) = The probability of the target being detected during a time interval of t, given
that the target can, in fact, eventually be detected while it is still in the sensor's
field of view [Ref. 21].
N = The number of resolvable cycles across the target's critical dimension [Ref.
22].
N50 = The median number of resolvable cycles needed for eventual detection
[Ref. 21].
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R = (N / N50) [Ref. 22] (3.5)
E = 2.7 + 0.7 * (N / N50) [Ref. 22] (3.6)




JANUS generates a uniform random number on the interval to 1 and compares it
to the Poo value computed for that target-unit and sensor-unit pair. If the Poo value is
smaller than the random number, then the target is not considered for detection. If the Poo
value is greater than the random number, the target passes the Poo test and is considered
for detection. However, it is not detected yet. Once the above Poo test for detection is
passed, JANUS uses the exponential distribution to model when the target is actually
detected. [Ref. 22] The rate of detection for the exponential distributed random detection
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The probability of detection during the time interval t, the amount of time the
target has spent in the sensor's field of view, is computed by entering the X value into the
standard exponential cumulative distribution function. That is,
P^onCO =l-e"* (3.9)
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JANUS compares the probability of detection value computed as explained above
to a new random number on the interval to 1 during each target detection cycle [Ref.
22]. This is repeated until the target is either detected during that detection cycle, or is no
longer available for detection by the observer (i.e., the LOS is broken, target is destroyed
or moves out of range, or the observer is killed, etc.). [Ref. 21]
C. LEVELS OF TARGET DISCRIMINATION
The level of resolution at which a detection event occurs can be varied by altering
the value of N50 parameter used to generate the Poo distribution [Ref. 18]. JANUS uses
four levels of target discrimination (resolution):
1. Detection: This is the ability of an observer to distinguish an object of military
interest that is foreign to the background in its field of view (FOV), e.g.,
distinguishing a vehicle from a bush [Ref. 18].
2. Aimpoint: It simply refers to the ability of the observer to distinguish a target
by its class, e.g., a tracked vehicle vs. a helicopter or a wheeled vehicle [Ref.
18]. The observer can thus establish an aimpoint on the object, which has
been determined to be of military interest [Ref. 21].
3. Recognition: This refers to the ability of the observer to categorize targets
discriminated at aimpoint within a given class, e.g., recognizing a tank versus
an armored personnel carrier (APC) in the tracked vehicle class [Ref. 18].
4. Identification: This is the ability of the observer to distinguish between
specific recognized target models, e.g., a T-72 tank versus a T-80 [Ref. 18].
The corresponding N50 values used in JANUS for these levels of target









Table 1. N50 values used in determining the levels of target
discrimination in JANUS.
Detection indicates that something foreign to the background is present in the
observer's field of view. Aimpoint, recognition, and identification represent different
levels of target acquisition. A value of 2.0 resolvable cycles is used if the target
acquisition is simulated at aimpoint level. It should be noted that a collection of random
draws generated by the Poo distribution for a given value of N50 can also be scaled to a
collection of random draws generated by other values of N50. For example, Poo(l.O) is the
distribution with N50=1.0 and Poo(3.5) represents the Poo distribution with N50=3.5.
Thus, multiplying each draw from Poo(l.O) by a scalar of 3.5 is equivalent to a collection
of random draws from Poo(3.5). A random draw from the Poo(l.O), the "detection
threshold", is stored for every target-unit/sensor-unit during JANUS' initialization stage.
This random draw is scaled up by a scalar of 2.0 when the target is evaluated for
acquisition at aimpoint level. The observer unit can acquire the target if the scaled-up
draw is greater than or equal to 2.0 resolvable cycles. The original detection threshold
value is scaled by 3.5 for recognition and by 6.4 for identification to determine if the
target can be discriminated at higher levels of discrimination than aimpoint during every
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detection cycle after the target has been acquired. The target discrimination level is then
used as an input parameter to the direct-fire engagement algorithms used in JANUS. [Ref.
21]
D. FIRING CRITERIA
The direct-fire engagement algorithms use firing criteria similar to the levels of
target discrimination used in target acquisition. The reader must take care not to confuse
the similarity in terminology between the firing criteria and the levels of target
discrimination. The conditions under which units with direct-fire weapons engage targets
are called the firing criteria. JANUS combat model uses three firing criteria:
1. Aimpoint: Lowest acquisition level is aimpoint. It means that units may fire
at detected targets without regard for their type. This is the least restrictive
firing criterion [Ref. 9].
2. Recognition: This is more restrictive that aimpoint and requires knowing the
type of unit (e.g., tank vs. APC in the tracked vehicle class). [Ref. 9].
3. Identification: This is the most restrictive firing criterion. It requires
identification of the specific system e.g. T-72, Ml or Bradley Fighting
Vehicle). This is the most restrictive firing criterion. [Ref. 9]
The analyst can change the firing criterion on JANUS Screen IV (Appendix B). It
is also important to note that the firing criterion applies only to engagement areas. The
firing criterion outside of engagement areas is identification and cannot be changed by the
user. Engagement areas are similar to sectors of responsibility that are established by the
orders that state the conditions under which specific units are supposed to fire their
weapons in a tactical situation.
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The analyst can create, enable and disable the engagement areas on individual
workstations. Enabling engagement areas means that the firing criteria apply to all of the
engagement areas created for that workstation. If the engagement areas are disabled on a
workstation, then the entire map area on that workstation becomes the engagement area.
If the engagement areas are enabled and no engagement areas are defined, then the entire
map area on that workstation is considered to be outside of the engagement area and the
firing criteria is identification. [Ref. 9]
The definitions of firing criteria and the levels of target discrimination explained
above will be utilized for the COMAN maximum likelihood estimation approach in
Chapter IV to obtain target availability for the heterogeneous force mixes. The next
section explains the JANUS scenario that was used in this thesis to obtain time-stamped
attrition and acquisition data necessary for the estimation of ATCAL Phase I parameters.
E. JANUS SCENARIO
1. Environment and Force Structure
The environment selected for the JANUS scenario was Hunter Liggett, California
(HL). HL is primarily a lightly wooded terrain with mountains. However, the
engagement takes place at a relatively flat part of the terrain with small hills. U.S. and
Russian-style armored and mechanized units, along with their supporting artillery
elements, were selected as the unit types. The scenario involves two U.S.-equipped
mechanized task-force battalions (Blue) in attack against two Russian-equipped armored
companies (Red). The Blue weapon systems used were 56 M1A1 tanks, 56 M2IFV
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Infantry Fighting vehicles, and eight Combat Engineer Vehicles (CEV). Attacking Blue
units were supported by 12 Ml09A3 155mm self-propelled howitzers (two batteries).
The Red side consisted of 12 T-72 tanks, eight T-80 tanks, eight BMPs, and eight BMP-
2s in defense. The Red side was supported by six 2S3 self-propelled artillery units. The
Blue side had a total of 132 weapon systems, while the red side had a total of 38 weapon
systems, resulting in more than a 3:1 ratio in favor of the attacker. The scenario was
designed to examine the capabilities of direct fire weapon systems used such as the
M1A1, T-72, T-80, M2IFV, BMP, and BMP-2s.
The detection and firing capabilities of entities differ in JANUS depending on the
posture of the unit. The engagement type selected (an attacking force against a defending
force) provides results from entities with different postures, i.e. moving and stationary.
2. Scenario Execution
In JANUS, the artillery fire can be either planned during the execution of a
scenario or can be pre-planned before the scenario execution starts. In order to ensure the
randomness of each different run of the scenario, a no-man-in-the-loop design was
necessary. Thus, only preplanned fires were used in the execution of the scenario.
All Red units were placed on relatively defensible terrain with prepared defensive
positions oriented in three different directions. The initial disposition of forces is shown
in Figure 5. This figure represents one run of the scenario created in JANUS. The file
number for this run of the scenario is 15028. The first three numbers, 150, represent the
scenario number. The last two numbers, 28, represent the run number for scenario 150.
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Figure 5. The initial disposition of forces at the start of the battle for scenario 15028.
The orange lines indicate the direct-fire engagements taking place between the Blue and
the Red sides. The purple figures represent the defensive minefields emplaced by the
defending Red units. Brown lines are the contour lines of the Hunter Liggett terrain.
Yellow and green colors represent the vegetation.
The Blue units attack from the Southeast and the Northwest in two different
directions in an attempt to encircle the Red forces. Once the attack from these two
directions reaches the intended limits of advance, Blue launches a third attack crossing
the Forward Edge of Battle Area (FEBA) in the middle. The disposition of forces at
approximately half way through the battle is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The disposition of forces at approximately half way through the battle for
scenario 15028. Blue's attack from two different directions is almost in position to
support a third attack from the middle of FEBA.
The Blue forces eventually succeed in capturing the Red defensive positions.
Both sides suffer heavy casualties. However, the artillery units on both sides do not
suffer any casualties. This is due to the fact that no counter-battery artillery fire was
planned during the scenario run and that no direct fire weapons on either side reached
the other side's artillery units' positions. The disposition of forces just before the end
of the battle is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The disposition of forces right before the end of battle for scenario 15028.
Blue and Red artillery units suffer no casualties.
A total of 20 runs of the same scenario were made with different random number
seeds. Each run shows slightly different results. Ten of these runs were made using the
recognition firing criterion for both sides. The other ten runs were made using the more
restrictive identification firing criterion for both sides. The random number seeds used in
scenario runs are provided in Table 2 below.
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Run Number Recognition Identification Run Number
15028 97 97 15040
15029 83 83 15041
15030 11 11 15042
15031 52 52 15043
15032 16 16 15044
15033 1 1 15045
15034 3 3 15046
15035 69 69 15047
15036 46 46 15048
15037 31 31 15049
Table 2. The random number seeds used when running the JANUS
scenario for different firing criteria
Twenty detection files, twenty direct-fire kill files and a systems file that lists the
170 weapon systems used in the simulation were obtained. A subset of the contents of
these files are used. The results of these files are used for the time period during which
a combined total of 57 kills occur for reasons that will be explained in Chapter IV. The
remaining data is discarded after a combined total of 57 kills occur for Blue and Red
forces. Chapter IV explains the COMAN maximum likelihood estimation approach for
homogeneous and heterogeneous forces. The use of a continuous-time, three-state
Markov chain model to obtain target availability parameters in COMAN is also a topic
of discussion in Chapter IV.
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IV. THE COMAN MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION APPROACH
The maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) of the parameters (a, (3, A and B) used
in the nonlinear Clark equations (2.9) will be derived here.
The Clark equations underlie the ATCAL methodology as explained in Chapter n.
Parameter estimation is the key for obtaining ATCAL input from the output of a high
resolution Monte-Carlo simulation of ground warfare, such as JANUS.
The COMAN approach develops a series of maximum likelihood estimates for
Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients by using input parameters from a high resolution
simulation with various force mixes, tactical situations, weapon characteristics and
different terrain selections. These estimates are balanced with the probability of an
opposing target being undetected (i.e., the target availability of the opposing side) and
also with the prioritization of targets for the firing unit. These estimates are then used to
determine the attrition of forces within each time step in an aggregated simulation model.
The results of the COMAN model can also be utilized to extrapolate the results of the
high-resolution simulation to predict the combat outcome from larger number of force
mixes than were not explicitly simulated [Ref. 7]. There are other statistical methods
besides MLE to obtain point estimates of this type (such as the method of moments,
Bayesian estimation and the method of least squares). However, MLE is the only
approach that has had a significant application in combat models [Ref. 7]. The use of a
MLE approach for model parameters makes the COMAN attrition rates asymptotically
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unbiased and normally distributed with minimum variance because the method of
maximum likelihood has the property that the estimators it produces are always functions
of sufficient statistics [Ref. 23].
A. COMAN MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION FOR HOMOGENEOUS
FORCES
The derivation of the maximum likelihood function will be given in detail for the
homogeneous force case. The results are then extended to heterogeneous forces without a
detailed derivation in section B of this chapter.
The following system of equations are the same as the system of equations (2.13).
The maximum likelihood estimation of conditional kill rates, a and (3, and target
availabilities, A and B, of equation (4.1) below for the case of force-on-force direct fire
combat between two homogeneous forces is presented:
dx
— = -a{(l-(l-A) x }y withx(0) = xo
dt
flX =
-p{(i_(i_B) y }x withy(0) = yo
dt
where the constants a >0 and P >0 are the attrition rates,
where,
A = Prob [Typical Y Firer Has a Particular X target
Available to Engage]





1. Notation for the COMAN MLE
The following definitions are necessary:
a = conditional kill rate of the X force target by the Y force firer
(3 = conditional kill rate of the Y force target by the X force firer
M (t) = number of Y combatants remaining at time t with realization m
N (t) = number of Y combatants remaining at time t with realization n
m = M(0) is the initial number of X combatants at t=0
n = N(0) is the initial number of Y combatants at t=0
Assume data obtained from JANUS can be represented by the Lanchester-type
[Ref. 1] equation (4.1). A continuous-time Markov chain, which has a discrete state
space (corresponding to the integer numbers of combatants on each side) and allows a
random occurrence of casualties, is an appropriate stochastic model of the Lanchester-
type [Ref. 1] equation presented above. [Ref. 24] This stochastic model has the following
Forward-Kolmogorov equations [Ref. 25] corresponding to the deterministic Lanchester-
type analogue presented in equation (4.1).
For < m < mo and < n < n ,
dP





P (t, m, n) = Prob
M(t) = m|M(0) = mo
N(t) = n |N(0) = no
(4.4)
A (m, n) = a { 1 - (1 - A)m }n (4.5)
B(m,n) = (3{1-(1-B)n }m (4.6)
The modified output from the JANUS Scenario 150 gives the times at which
casualties occur (and also the type of each casualty) during the simulation. This
stochastic simulation is run until a both sides experience a combined total of K casualties.
The total run time of the simulation is a random variable that is denoted here as Tk (with




jl if thek 01 casualty is an X combatant
[0 otherwise
^ Y fl if thek
A
casualty is a Y combatant
Cl=\ (4.8)
[0 otherwise
Realizations^ and c£ are important since c^ .c{ = andc£ +c£ = 1. LetC* and C* denote
the total number of casualties for each side. That is,
CT
x
=£c; and C t
y
=X c k (4.9)
*=1 k=l
with,C? + CT = K.
In addition, let mk and nk represent m (tk) and n (tk) respectively where,
mk = size of X force after the k* casualty
nk = size of Y force after the k^ casualty
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In other words, there are m^ X-force and n k Y-force survivors during the interval
[tk,tk+i)fork = 0, 1,...,K.
2. Maximum Likelihood Estimation Steps:
Using the times and types of casualty data (ti...tk,CjX ...c£ , c,y ...c£) mentioned
above, the MLEs of the parameters A, B, a, (3 for equation (4.1) will be developed.
Taylor states that for the continuous-time Markov-chain model presented above, the
three-step process below [Ref. 25] may be used to determine the MLEs.
(1): Find the probability density function (P.D.F) for the time until an X
(respectively a Y) casualty occurs.
(2): Construct the likelihood functions for X and Y forces.
(3): Determine the values of the parameters that maximize the likelihood
functions.
These three steps will be discussed in detail below:






time between casualties for X (respectively Y), can be written as:














S x = random variables denoting the time between any two consecutive X
casualties
Sy = random variables denoting the time between any two consecutive Y
casualties
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and the following variables represent respectively the rates at which an X firer kills Y
targets and the rate at which a Y firer kills X targets.
ryx =ryx (a,(3,m,n) = (3{l-(l-B)
n }m
(4.12)
( n ft m n\ -nl\ -{\ - \\m \ n
xy l \yr v =rxv (a,p,m,n) =a{l-(l- A) }n
Note that A and B are independent of n and m.
Step (2): Using the memoryless property of the Markov process allows the
likelihood function to be simply the product of the likelihoods for each of the independent
kill-time events. That is, the occurrence of the km casualty at tk. (k-1) represents the the
time when (k-l)st casualty occurs. rxy (k-1) represents the rate at which a Y firer kills X
targets at the time of the (k-l)st casualty. The likelihood function is given by the
following:
^ j ^ ^. T"~T , ,1 -v*C? , „ ,.,c.y -(rxv (k-l)+ r Oc— l))(t. - t v _,
)
L(a,p,A,B) =n(rxy (k-D) k (ryx (k-l)) k e y yx k kl (4.13)
k=l
Taking the natural logarithm of the likelihood function yields:
K K K




Step (3): Find the values of parameters that maximize the likelihood functions
requires taking the first partial derivative with respect to a yields,
3 1T c{ g rxy (k-l)
—lnL=-L - J -2 (t k -t k _!) (4.15)
da a k=1 a











The variables nk-i and mk-i represent the number of Y and X firers remaining respectively
at the time of the (k-l)st casualty. The equations (4.16) and (4.17) for estimates of the
conditional kill rates a and (3 can only be solved if the estimates of target availability A
and B can be calculated. Taking the natural logarithm of the likelihood function with






~ a E m k-l (l-A) k" 1 n^^-t^j)
k=l
(4.18)
By setting this equation equal to zero and using the estimate of a as given by
equation (4.16), the two-dimensional optimization problem can be reduced to a one-
dimensional one. The estimate of A, the target availability for Y firers, is that value that
maximizes the likelihood function in terms of target availabilities for X-force targets.
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The sign of the second derivative can also be investigated to determine if the point
that maximizes equation (4.19) is a maximum. If the sign of the second derivative is
negative, this point must be a maximum. On the other hand, if the sign of the second
derivative is positive, then this point must be a minimum. A similar equation for the





















(tk - tk-i) represents the time between kills of the k and the (k-l)st casulaty. The
target availability calculated from equations (4.19) and (4.20) above can be substituted
into equations (4.16) and (4.17) to estimate a and 3, the attrition rates for X and Y forces
respectively.
MLEs for the continuous-time Markov-chain combat model corresponding to the
homogeneous-force nonlinear Clark equations [Ref. 7] have been developed in this
section. These ideas are now extended to the case of heterogeneous forces.
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B. COMAN MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION FOR THE
HETEROGENEOUS FORCES
The maximum-likelihood estimation of the target availability is much more
complicated for heterogeneous forces than it is for homogeneous forces. However, the
development of maximum-likelihood estimates for the conditional kill rates for
heterogeneous forces is still fairly straight forward, provided that one knows the values
for target availability. In the first section of this chapter, the determination of target
availability necessary for the computation of conditional kill rates is explained. A three-
state Markov chain model that is used to obtain target availability values is also explained
in this section. Target availability values are substituted into the MLEs for conditional
kill rates in equations (4.21) and (4.22) below.
The variance of the ATCAL Phase I MLEs of conditional kill rates have
historically been a concern for the analysts [Ref. 7], [Ref. 17]. Thus a discussion of the
variance of MLEs is the topic of the second section in this chapter. The last section in
this part of Chapter IV discusses the establishment of confidence intervals for the MLEs.
The MLEs for the heterogeneous force conditional kill rates are the following
equations (4.21) and (4.22). Similar definitions mean different things for each equation.
The words "firer" and "targets" are written in italics in the definitions below to prevent
confusion.




-}n( i - A^ m,k ",,n i-i)(t k -t (k- 1 ))
k=l tel,,
where, for equation (4.21)
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ciij= estimate of the conditional kill rate of X targets by Yfirers
A





= total number of Xj killed by Yj
m(k-l) = number of Xj targets remaining just before the k
1*1
casualty combined for both
sides
n (k-l)
= number °f Yj firers remaining just before the k* casualty combined for both
sides
Iy is the set of all higher priority Xj target types for Yj firers
£ = i e Iy | e is integer and X target type f. has a higher priority than target type i for a Yj
firer
m 0c-i) = number of X targets with higher priority than target type i remaining just before
the k* casualty
A
(1- A(j) = probability of not having a higher priority Xj target type available for a Yj firer
(t
k
- t^^ ) = time between kills on both sides






; forj = l,..n (4.22)




P :j = estimate of the conditional kill rate of Yj targets by Xj firers
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' = total number of Yj killed by Xj
m(k-l) = number of X x firers remaining just before the k
th
casualty for both sides
n (k-l)
= numDer °f ^ targets remaining just before the k
A
casualty for both sides
Jji is the set of all higher priority Yj target types for X\firers
i- t e Jji | I is integer and Y target type t has a higher priority than target type j for an X;
firer
n (k-i)





(1-B#)= probability of not having any higher priority Yj target type for an Xj firer
(t k - t^..,, )= time between kills on both sides
A 1990 Naval Postgraduate School thesis [Ref. 17] investigated the estimation of
the heterogeneous force conditional kill rates. The thesis used the following equations:
X,Y,
A C




=T ^ forj=l,..n (4.24)
S m (k-l)(t'k -t^_!))
k=l
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All of the variables are defined as previously except for the times between kills.
This study used the times between kills of firers and not the times between any kills as
discussed in equations (4.21) and (4.22). The current research project used [Ref. 17] as a
reference and attempted to apply times between kills of firers in equations (4.23) and
(4.24). It was discovered that the author of [Ref. 17] assumed the target availability
values were 1.0 for each firer-target combination in equations (4.23) and (4.24), and also
assumed there were no priorities between the targets to allocate fires. This current
research does not make these assumptions. The methodology in [Ref. 17] cannot be
applied when these assumptions do not hold.
This approach in [Ref. 17] was tried as part of this thesis research. The JANUS
scenario explained in Chapter IQ was run twenty times to obtain a time series data of
kills. This data was manipulated by a JAVA program written to determine the times
between kills of firers. However, the results obtained could not be substituted into the
COMAN equations (4.21) and (4.22) described this chapter. The methodology in [Ref.
17] is flawed. Instead, the times between all kill events, and not the times between kills
of firers as done in [Ref. 17], were used. In addition, target priority and target availability
information were used in the current research as defined in equations (4.21) and (4.22).
This model described above by equations (4.21) and (4.22) requires a more detailed
simulation output than the thesis done in 1990 or the model considered for the
homogeneous case discussed previously in this chapter. This detailed output from
JANUS is used to obtain the target availability values in equations (4.21) and (4.22).
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1. Target Availability for the Heterogeneous Force
Target availability will be determined by first estimating the target-acquisition
parameters for this new model. Conditional kill rates will be estimated in a way similar
to that mentioned above for homogeneous forces . Prof. Gordon M. Clark suggested
considering a more detailed stochastic model to obtain the estimates for target
availabilities. This model is a finite-state Markov chain that allows target availability to
be expressed in terms of target-acquisition parameters [Ref. 7]. Figure 8 illustrates the
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Figure 8. The original three-state Markov chain model of non-firing target
acquisition suggested by Gordon Clark.
JANUS, the high-resolution combat model used for this research, allows a
transition in target behavior from the Invisible state to the Visible and Acquired state.
Therefore, the three-state Markov chain model depicted above must be modified and a
different expression for target availability must be developed before it can be used to
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obtain target availability of heterogeneous forces. The modified three-state Markov chain
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Figure 9. The modified version of the original three-state Markov chain
model of non-firing target acquisition suggested by Gordon Clark. During
the research effort, the author of this thesis discovered that JANUS allows a
transition from the Invisible state to the Visible and Acquired state.
The Markov chain in Figure 9 models the non-firing acquisition of targets. The loss of
LOS due to a kill event is not included in this model. Only detection events are modeled
to obtain the number targets available for each weapon system to fire at. The states in
this model represent the target's state as seen by the observer. The Invisible (I) state
means that the target has not been seen by the observer unit, or the LOS between the
observer and the target has been lost. The Visible and Not Acquired (VNA) state means
that the target has been seen by the observer at a certain level of discrimination,
depending on the firing criterion selected, but has not yet been placed on the observer's
potential target list as explained in Chapter EI. The Visible and Acquired (VA) state
means that the target has been observed at the highest level of discrimination, depending
on the firing criterion selected, and is placed on the observer's potential target list.
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JANUS outputs the times of detections and firing events for every weapon system in its
standard post processing files. However, it does not provide the times when a firer loses
LOS to a target. These data exist and are used internally in JANUS' routines, but are not
included as the standard output in the JANUS post processing files. These data were
extracted by using a TRADOC Analysis Center (TRAC)/Monterey modification of the
JANUS program that is written in FORTRAN. This modification adds additional output
routines into the JANUS program. These source code changes are required to force
JANUS to output these times when LOS is lost. Data was output to a text file, rather than
to the standard JANUS post processing files. These text files are referred to as the
modified detection files in this research. This allowed easier manipulation of the data by
the JAVA program, which computed the rates and the steady state solution of the Markov
chain model depicted in Figure 9. An executable version of the modified JANUS
program that outputs these text files is available from TRAC/Monterey.
There are three different firing criteria in JANUS as explained in Chapter DX
Therefore, the next step in this chapter is to explain how the levels of target
discrimination and the selected firing criterion map into the Markov chain model of non-
firing acquisition depicted in Figure 9. Table 3 displays a sample modified JANUS
detection file obtained as a result of the process described above by running the scenario

























4 258 3 0.05
8 170 2 0.05
9 324 4 0.05
10 208 2 0.05
11 307 1 0.05
12 180 1 0.05
12 242 2 0.05
15 307 3 0.05
17 186 3 0.05
15 307 4 0.075
17 227 4 0.075
10 227 2 0.075
4 258 4 0.075
Table 3. A sample modified detection file output by JANUS.
Detection files are used to determine target availability.
The levels of target discrimination displayed in column three of Table 3 above
correspond to the levels of target discrimination explained in Chapter HI. These numbers
represent the levels of target discrimination displayed in Table 4:
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Levels of Target Discrimination
Numerical Value Meaning of the Numerical Value
Target unit is not detected by the observer unit
1 Target unit is detected at aimpoint level of discrimination
2 Target unit is detected at recognition level of discrimination
3 Target unit is detected at identification level of discrimination
4 The LOS between the observer and the target is lost
Table 4. Explanation of the numerical output of JANUS corresponding to the levels of
target discrimination.
The JANUS detection file does not discriminate between the loss of LOS due to
kill events and other causes, i.e., an entity becoming invisible due to large area smoke
clouds or the effects of terrain features. Thus, the transition between the VA and the I
states is an over-censored process. That is, there would be more transitions from VA to I
than from VNA to I. Therefore, this transition is not used in steady state calculations.
Instead, only the transition rate from the VNA state to the I state will be used in the
steady-state equations explained below in order to get the target availabilities. There are
three firing criteria in JANUS as explained in Chapter HI. The identification and the
recognition firing criteria are relevant for the three-state Markov chain model in Figure 9.
Depending on the firing criterion selected, the levels of target discrimination output in the
modified detection file in Table 3 correspond to different states in the model in Figure 9.
This is important in determining the transition rates of the model. If the firing criterion is
recognition, then the states in the Markov chain model correspond to the levels of








igure 10. The levels of target discrimination output in the modified JANUS
detection file corresponding to the states in the Markov chain model of target
acquisition if the recognition firing criterion is used. Targets discriminated as a
result of levels of discrimination two or three are acquired. They will be fired
upon automatically as a result of the direct-fire algorithms.
If the firing criterion is identification, then the states in the Markov chain model
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Figure 11. The levels of target discrimination output in the modified JANUS
detection file corresponding to the states in the Markov chain model of target
acquisition if the identification firing criterion is used. Targets discriminated at a
level of discrimination of three are acquired and will be fired upon. Thus, in
identification, fewer number of targets are acquired to fire at.
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p, = probability of a target becoming invisible
Pvna = probability of a target becoming visible and not acquired
pVA = probability of a target becoming visible and acquired
When a target becomes VA, it will be fired upon by the JANUS direct-fire algorithms.
Setting the left-hand sides which represent rates of change in equations (4.25) equal to
zero to obtain:
(t + ti)p,





Pi + Pvna + Pva = 1
Successive substitution of the system of equations in (4.26) into each other yields the
following steady state equation:
r|X, + x(X + (i)
Pva(°°) =
(x + T) + n)(X + u)
(4.27)
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Each rate is calculated as follows. For example, A=(l/[(l/n)*I (tVA - Wna)])-
That is for a T72 observing an MIA 1, X is the transition rate from VNA to VA of the
MlAl tank. The value n is the total number of transitions for that particular M1A1 from
VNA to VA. tvNA is the time of entering the VNA state for that particular M1A1 tank.
tVA is the time of entering the VA state for that particular M1A1 tank. The target
availability values, Ay and Bji, in heterogeneous force equations are equal to the value of
Pva(°°) f°r given i and j pairs of observers and targets. After the values of Ay and Bji are
calculated using the steady state solution of the continuous time three state Markov chain
model of target acquisition, the conditional kill rates, a^ and Pjj, can easily be calculated
using the maximum likelihood estimators given by (4.21) and (4.22). The target priority
values required in those estimator equations are manually extracted from JANUS combat
systems database files for every firer-target combination. They are provided in Table 10
and Table 1 1 in Chapter V.
2. Variance of the Maximum Likelihood Estimates
The variance of the COMAN MLE is affected by the density of the time series
data generated as a result of the Monte Carlo simulation and the spread of the data points.
If too few data points are available for the COMAN MLE approach, because there were
insufficient casualties of a certain entity, the variance of the MLE will exceed a relevant
range [Ref. 7]. A denser time series data could reduce the variance of the MLEs since the
variance between the times of kills is zero if the times of occurrence of casualties are
equally spread out. However, in a given battle, casualties occur in groups due to the
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different ranges of enemy weapon systems and the maneuver plan selected. Thus, in
practice the times of casualties cannot be equally spread out to reduce the variance of the
MLEs.
One approach used in a previous thesis [Ref. 17] to overcome this time series data
problem was to perform multiple runs of the same scenario in JANUS with different
random number seeds. The time series data obtained from multiple independent runs was
combined into a single file to obtain denser time series data [Ref. 17]. This approach is
reasonable since combining results of ten independent replications of the same scenario
into a single file is analogous to summing ten independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables, which would result in a new random variable. However, this
approach is inappropriate because it would result in unrealistic, inflated conditional kill
rate estimates for the engagement type being simulated.
This thesis uses a different approach to reduce the variance for the MLE while
providing realistic conditional kill rate estimates. Ten replications of the same scenario
are run with different random number seeds. MLEs of conditional kill rates for all
weapon system combinations are computed for each replication. These ten estimates of
the conditional kill rates are then added and divided by ten. The resulting averaged MLE
of the attrition rates will have one tenth of the variance of the MLE of a single replication.
To explain this fact more clearly, assume that xi,...,xi are ten i.i.d. realizations of the
random variable X. x = (Z Xj ) / 10 is the average of ten MLEs. Then, the variance of
jcis Var (x) = Var (Z X; / 10 ) = Z Var(Xj) / 100. Since each replication is independent,
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the covariance terms are zero. Thus, the resulting variance of the averaged MLE is one
tenth of that of a single replication. In addition, the attrition rate estimate will still be a
realistic one.
The independence of each replication is a necessary condition for the procedure
explained above. If a different random number seed is used for each replication and there
is no man-in-the-loop, the randomness of each replication occurs as a result of the Monte
Carlo processes on random variables, i.e., kill and detection events. Thus, each
replication is independent and will have different results.
The approach mentioned above for the estimation of conditional kill rates is also
used for the estimation of target availability parameters. That is, target availability
parameters obtained from the previously mentioned JAVA program are added and their
average is taken.
3. Confidence Intervals for the Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Rice [Ref. 26] discusses three methods for obtaining confidence intervals for
MLEs: exact methods, approximations based on the large sample properties, and
bootstrap confidence intervals. The exact methods are usually the exception in practice
since detailed knowledge of the sampling distribution is usually not available.
Approximations based on large sample properties of MLEs are not always reasonable
because of small sample sizes. Thus, a bootstrap confidence interval for the estimates of
target availability and attrition-rate estimates is the best choice for use in this research.
[Ref. 26]
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Bootstrap is best explained by Bradley Efron in his book "An Introduction to the
Bootstrap" [Ref. 27]. Bootstrap is based on the notion of a bootstrap sample. One starts
with n data points assumed to be modeled by i.i.d. draws from a distribution function F.
The emprical distribution using the data is constructed. A bootstrap sample is a random
A
sample of size n drawn from the empirical distribution F. Suppose x* = (x*i, \* 2 ,
A
...,x*n ) is a random sample of size n drawn from F. The star notation indicates that x* is
not the actual data set x, but a resampled version of x. That is, the sample x* is a random
sample of size n drawn with replacement from the population of n objects x = (xi,
X2,...,xn). We might have x*i = X5, x*2 = X7, ..., x*n = X5. Thus, the bootstrap data set x*
consists of the members of the original data set x.
We wish to find the confidence interval for a parameter of interest 0. [Ref. 27] B
bootstrap resamplings are created as explained above. Then, the (l-2a) percentile
interval for the bootstrap can be written as:





where, B is some finite number of resamplings. The standard normal and percentile
A
intervals should agree if the bootstrap distribution of 0* is nearly normal. According to
the central limit theorem, as the size of the original data set approaches infinity, the
bootstrap sampling distribution of the parameter estimated should look Gaussian.
However, Efron says it may look very non-normal for small original data sets. [Ref. 27]
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Bootstrap confidence intervals are developed in Chapter V for the mean of
attrition-rate estimates. For example, ten estimates obtained as a result of the MLE (4.21)
for a T-72 firing on an M1A1 tank form the original data set explained above. We are
interested in the mean as our statistic since we come up with point estimates by taking the
mean of the results of 10 runs for each weapon combination. 1000 bootstrap resamples of
ten are created from this sample with replacement and their means are calculated using
the bootstrap commands found in S-PLUS. The 975 th and the 25 th ranked values of the
means of 1000 resamples of ten form a 95% confidence interval around the calculated
average. In addition, even though the target availability values calculated, by finding the
steady-state solution of the Markov chain model, do not result from a maximum
likelihood estimator, a bootstrap confidence interval can still be used to determine the
confidence interval around the mean of each of ten computed values of target availability
for A and B as explained above.
This chapter has shown the development and use of a MLE approach for the cases
of homogeneous and heterogeneous forces. Chapter V will provide the application of the
MLE approach to the time series data files generated as a result of JANUS runs. The
Lanchester attrition-rate Phase I estimates obtained from the MLEs will then be used in
the aggregate ATCAL Phase JJ attrition equations in Chapter V. The results of the
aggregate replay equations will then be compared to the attrition results of JANUS runs
for different firing criteria to see if the equations are calibrated.
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V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
A. DETERMINING TARGET AVAILABILITY PARAMETERS
Each of the twenty detection files obtained from the JANUS simulation runs were
used by the JAVA program in Appendix C to calculate the steady state values of the
three-state Markov chain model of target acquisition. The JAVA program in Appendix C
imports a graph and networks package called Konig [Ref. 28] to assist in the data
reduction effort. Entities in the simulation are treated as the nodes of a network in Konig.
Interaction between entities, such as the detection and kill events as used in this study,
represent the arcs between the nodes. Each arc can have several attributes that represent
the entity's state. Examples of these attributes are the time of kill, the time of detection,
and the level of discrimination of an entity in the simulation. Another JAVA package
called Swing [Ref. 29] was also imported to create the frames to display the information
obtained from JANUS output files.
Each of the twenty detection files, such as the one provided in Table 2, obtained
from twenty runs of JANUS Scenario 150 were in different lengths. The smallest file
was 1366 lines long for run 15030 in a JANUS simulation run time of 16:45 minutes.
The largest file was 2796 lines long for run 15048 in a JANUS simulation run time of
18:20 minutes. Rows of information were organized in four columns for each file. These
modified detection files were then used by the JAVA program in Appendix C to calculate
the rates and the steady state values of the Markov chain model explained in Chapter IV.
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This program calculates the target availability for each of the 170 entities used in the
simulation. Then, it provides a steady state value, which corresponds to the target
availability as explained in Chapter IV, for each weapon system type. For example, the
program calculates the target availability values for each of the 56 M2IFVs as observed
by each of the eight T-72 tanks. Then, these values are combined to calculate a single
target availability value of all M2EFV targets for the T-72 tanks. This value is displayed
in a frame such as in Figure 13 and then manually input into an EXCEL spreadsheet for
use in future calculations of the conditional kill rate estimates. Processing runs of the
detection files through the JAVA program in Appendix C took between 35 to 45 minutes
on a Pentium II 266 MHz. personal computer. Two sample outputs of the program in
Appendix C are provided in Figure 12 and Figure 13. The resulting target availability
values of each run for all direct-fire weapons' firer-target combinations are provided in
Appendix D.
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Ziya's Janus Data For Identification Firing Criterion HZ]


















Figure 12. A sample output of the JAVA program used in data reduction. This figure shows the
detection file information read in by the program. There are 170 nodes corresponding to the
number of weapon systems present in the simulation. There are 1974 arcs, corresponding to the
number of detection events that took place between opposing forces when run 15049 of the JANUS
scenario was made. The information on the arcs are the time of acquisition and the discrimination
level of the detection event. The weapon system that made the detection is the 1 st element of the
M2IFVs. The user can use the drop-down lists to display information concerning other weapon
systems.
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Figure 13. Another sample output of the JAVA program that displays final target availability
information for all M2JJFVs of all T-72 tanks. The menu item "Transition" on top of the figure
displays the menu where the transition rates were calculated for each entity. The menu item
"System" displays the information on total systems transition rates for weapon types such as M1A1
tanks. The menu item Original Data is displayed in Figure 12.
The final target availability values for the average of the 10 runs for each weapon
system combination for a given firing criterion, are provided in Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8.
Tables 5 and 6 contain the averaged target availability values for the recognition firing
criterion. Tables 7 and 8 contain the target availability values for the identification firing
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T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2
M1A1 0.2594 0.2372 0.1800 0.0647
M2IFV 0.5834 0.2488 0.0998 0.1831














T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2
M1A1 0.3457 0.1976 0.3022 0.142
M2IFV 0.5035 0.4096 0.2363 0.3334









Table 8. Final Bjj values for the identification firing
criterion.
B. DETERMINING ATTRITION-RATE PARAMETERS
Determination of the attrition-rate parameters requires the substitution of target
availability data values from Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 into equations (4.21) and (4.22) for ajj
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and Pjj respectively. Twenty direct-fire kill events' files obtained from JANUS output
were used to obtain the times between kills and the numbers of targets and firers available
at any time of kill during the simulation. An extract from a modified direct-fire kill file is
provided in Table 9. Each file contains 57 lines that represent the combined total of
entities killed from both sides in the simulation considered for analysis as explained in
Chapter IV.
Firer Target Time



















Table 9. A part of a sample kill file obtained from
run 15049 of the JANUS scenario.
The JAVA program in Appendix E was used to read the direct-fire kill files and to
keep track of the times between kill events and the numbers of remaining entities in the
simulation.
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This program also displays the information contained in direct-fire kill files in a
frame such as the one provided in Figure 12. The results were written to a text file, which
were then imported into a commercial spreadsheet, EXCEL, for further analysis.
Processing of each of the direct-fire kill files using the JAVA program in Appendix E
took between one to two minutes on a Pentium II 266 MHz. personal computer. The
following priority lists were substituted into equations (4.21) and (4.22) in the EXCEL
spreadsheet along with the target availability values in Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8, and the other
data mentioned above, i.e., the number of remaining entities, as appropriate. The priority




T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2
M1A1
M2IFV
2 2 1 1
1 1 2 2









Table 11. Priority of Y (Red) Targets for X (Blue)
firers
The conditional kill rate estimates calculated for each run in the EXCEL
spreadsheet are in Appendix F. The final attrition rate estimates are a result of the
average of 10 estimates for each run are in Tables 12 and 13 for recognition firing
criterion and in Tables 14 and 15 for identification firing criterion. The a*j and Pjj values
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for recognition firing criterion are displayed in Tables 12 and 13 respectively. The otjj and




T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2
M1A1 0.1202 0.0501 0.0356 0.0462
M2IFV 0.0582 0.0194 0.0620 0.0694















T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2
M1A1 0.1111 0.0477 0.0268 0.0324
M2IFV 0.0508 0.0264 0.0529 0.0353










Table 15. The attrition rate coefficients (3ji values for
identification firing criterion.
BMPs do not get killed by BLUE in any of the runs of the scenario in either firing
criteria. However, BMPs have a positive attrition rate and do kill Blue weapon systems.
The reason for this is the location of the BMPs in the scenario terrain. They are in the
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rear compared to other Red direct-fire weapon systems and on defensible terrain with
very clear lines of fire against the Blue side.
C. CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR TARGET AVAILABILITY AND
ATTRITION-RATE PARAMETERS
The following 95 % bootstrap confidence intervals have been obtained for the
target availability and the attrition-rate coefficients for both firing criteria.
1. Confidence Intervals for Target Availability Parameters
We are 95% certain that the target availability values calculated by the JAVA
program in Appendix C are contained in the intervals given below by the bootstrap
confidence intervals. The confidence intervals for the recognition firing criterion are
listed in Tables 16 and 17. The confidence intervals for the identification firing criterion




T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2
M1A1 [0.1567-0.3932] [0.1181-0.4194] [0.1217-0.2476] [0.03439-0.1016]
M2IFV [0.4148-0.7873] [0.08037-0.4685] [0.05353-0.147] [0.03636 -0.4536]






T-72 [0.3325- 0.6372] [0.224 - 0.5344]
T-80 [0.09136-0.4518] [0.09106-0.5596]
BMP [0.07765 - 0.376] [0.1481-0.3366]
BMP-2 [0.1808-0.3543] [0.1078-0.2523]
Table 17. Bootstrap confidence intervals of Bji values





T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2
M1A1 [0.2547 -0.4292] [0.09216-0.3255] [0.1998-0.3936] [0.08977-0.1964]
M2IFV [0.3365 -0.6926] [0.2153 -0.5897] [0.1696-0.2964] [0.1391 -0.5441]







T-80 [0.1897-0.5208] [0.07364 - 0.3748]
BMP [0.1048-0.31] [0.1699-0.5098]
BMP-2 [0.3883 - 0.5993] [0.1667-0.4653]
Table 19. Bootstrap confidence intervals of Bji values
for the identification firing criterion.
2. Confidence Intervals for Attrition-Rate Parameters
We are 95% certain that the target availability values calculated by the JAVA
program in Appendix E are contained in the intervals given below by the bootstrap
confidence intervals. The confidence intervals for the recognition firing criterion are
listed in Tables 20 and 2 1 . The confidence intervals for the identification firing criterion




T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2
M1A1 [0.1004-0.1397] [0.04148-0.05729] [0.03092 -0.04055 ] [0.03215 -0.05834]
M2IFV [0.04179-0.07427] [0.01507 -0.02407] [0.05221-0.07157] [0.05368-0.08781]







T-72 [0.07829 -0.09782] [0-0.00081]
T-80 [0.00333 - 0.00404] [0-0.00181]
BMP
BMP-2 [0.2679 - 0.3766] [0.08713-0.2034]
Table 21. Bootstrap confidence intervals of the





T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2
M1A1 [0.09008-0.1313] [0.03685 - 0.06165] [0.02108-0.03244] [0.02305 -0.04204]
M2IFV [0.04149-0.05945] [0.02111 -0.03214] [0.04369-0.0616] [0.02535-0.04557]






T-72 [0.1323-0.1776] [0.00014 - 0.00097]
T-80 [0.00117-0.00299] [0.00034 - 0.003762]
BMP
BMP-2 0.2834 - 0.5689 0.03443-0.09731
Table 23. Bootstrap confidence intervals of the attrition
rate coefficients Pjj for identification firing criterion.
D. REPLAY MODEL FOR ATCAL PHASE II
The replay of the attrition results for the same size force-mix used in JANUS
simulation runs is achieved here by using the set of equations (2.14) of the heterogeneous
force ATCAL Phase U model. All of the model parameters have been estimated and
provided in Tables 5-8, in Tables 10 and- 11, and in Tables 12-15. These parameters are
substituted into the set of equations (2.14) and the values of these equations are computed
using an EXCEL spreadsheet. The attrition results of this aggregate model are compared
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to the attrition results of JANUS run 15040 for the identification firing criterion.
Similarly, attrition results using the ATCAL set of equations (2.14) are compared to the
attrition results of JANUS run 15028 for the recognition firing criterion. Figures 14 and
15 depict the decrease in force sizes as a result of the high-resolution battle versus the
decrease as a result of the aggregate replay model. For the identification firing criterion,
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Figure 14. The graph displays the decrease in force size obtained from the
ATCAL replay equations (2.14) compared to the high-resolution simulation
results obtained from JANUS run 15040 using identification firing criterion.
Weapon names in the legend starting with L, such as LM1A1, indicate ATCAL
replay results. Weapon names starting with J, such as JM1A1 indicate JANUS
results.
The decrease in force size of Red weapon systems as a result of the ATCAL
attrition model and also as a result of attrition in JANUS simulation run 15040 using the
identification firing criterion are shown by the curves in the bottom part of Figure 14.
The results of the aggregate model closely resemble JANUS attrition results for all Red
weapon systems.
The initial number of weapons for the Blue side was 56 for MlAls and the
M2IFVs. The decrease in force size for these Blue weapon systems in JANUS and also
as a result of the ATCAL attrition model are shown by the four curves in the upper part of
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the graph. The results of the aggregate model for the M1A1 weapon system seem to
closely agree with the attrition results from JANUS run 15040. However, the same is not
true for the M2IFV weapon system. The attrition results are not as close as they were for
the M1A1 system. Time constraints on this study have not permitted a complete
investigation of this issue with the M2IFV weapon system. However, comparison of
aggregate results to other JANUS scenario runs might return results closer to the results
of the aggregate model.
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Lanchester Attrition Results
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Figure 15. The graph displays the decrease in force size obtained from the ATCAL
replay equations (2.14) compared to the high-resolution simulation results obtained
from JANUS run 15028 using recognition firing criterion. Weapon names in the
legend starting with L, such as LM1A1, indicate ATCAL replay results. Weapon
names starting with J, such as JM1A1 indicate JANUS results.
The attrition results of the aggregate ATCAL Phase II model of attrition and the
attrition results of the JANUS simulation run 15028 of the recognition firing criterion
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appear in Figure 15. Once again, the results of the aggregate model are not as close to
JANUS attrition results for the M2EFV weapon system as other systems. Time
constraints on this study have not permitted a complete investigation of this issue with the
M2JJFV weapon system. However, comparison of aggregate results to other JANUS
scenario runs might return results closer to the results of the aggregate model.
As a result, except for the M2JPV weapon system, all of the attrition equations
obtained by using the COMAN MLE approach are calibrated for use in aggregate models
that use ATCAL attrition equations. Recognition firing criterion results are similar to the
identification firing criterion results.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis demonstrates the application of a sound mathematical formulation and
a maximum likelihood estimation approach to determine Lanchester attrition-rates for
direct fire engagements of heterogeneous force mixes. This is proposed as an alternative
method of analysis that could potentially be used by CAA in calculation of model
parameters during ATCAL Phase I. This study is a first in its use of a three-state,
continuous-time Markov chain model of target acquisition to determine target availability
parameters of an aggregate attrition model. This research also explains the theoretical
basis of ATCAL and its origins as it relates to Gordon Clark's research in 1969.
An issue that is beyond the scope of this research is the application of a COMAN
MLE approach to estimation of ATCAL model parameters for indirect fire engagements
such as mortars and artillery. Specifically, it would be interesting to see how proximity
effects of indirect fire weapons and the resulting collateral damage would be modeled by
using ATCAL equations and JANUS. This was not possible to do with JANUS Version
6.88 since it does not provide detailed collateral damage information. Even if some of
the routines were modified, as in the case of the modified detection file obtained in this
thesis, JANUS does not internally compute any collateral damage information in Version
6.88. However, this may be possible to do with the newest JANUS Version 7.0 that
provides more detailed information on probabilities of kill for crews and passengers of
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vehicles due to effects of weapons fired at vehicles. [Ref. 30] Such an undertaking is
recommended for future research.
Another feature of this research that might be improved is the complete
automation of the computer programs. The JAVA programs reduce the simulation data,
compute the COMAN / ATCAL model parameters and output these results into a file or
into EXCEL for further analysis. Even though the programs handle a very large amount
of simulation data and reduce them to manageable and meaningful pieces, they are not
fully automated and some manual user labor is required to input some of the reduced
simulation data into the EXCEL spreadsheets for analysis. Possible future work in this
area might address this issue of complete automation of all the data input from JANUS
and the automatic calculation of model parameters without any manual effort.
In order to obtain useful attrition-rate coefficients and target availability
information, the user would have to run many scenarios in different terrains, using
different types of engagements, such as defense, or retrograde operations, etc., and
different force mixes. This would help form a library of attrition-rate coefficients and
target availability values that could immediately be used in an aggregate model to analyze
results of operations plans when future contingencies arise.
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APPENDIX A. JANUS SCREEN I
The analyst is allowed to specify a target list update cycle time in JANUS Screen I
that is longer than the detection cycle time. This influences performance in a given
JANUS scenario.
Figure A.l. JANUS Screen I showing the values of the target list update cycle time and
the detection cycle times used in the scenarios run for this research.
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APPENDIX B. JANUS SCREEN IV
The analyst may change the firing criterion on JANUS screen IV. Identification





CM Enabled (0=N, 1=Y)
ime (Sec
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Figure B.l. JANUS screen IV showing how the user can select the firing criteria prior
to running the JANUS scenarios
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APPENDIX C. THE JAVA PROGRAM USED TO CALCULATE THE TARGET
AVAILABILITY VALUES FROM THE MODIFIED DETECTION FILES
This program calculates the rates of the three-state Markov chain model of target
acquisition and computes the steady-state values for target availability of all weapon
systems. The target availability information is displayed in a frame on the screen. This
information is then manually imported into an EXCEL spreadsheet for each weapon
















public class DataGraphl 1 {
static String nodesFileName = new StringCSYSMAP15037.DAT");
static String arcsFileName = new StringCDETECT15049.DAT");
static String arcsOutFileName = new StringO'ArcsOut.data");
static String nodesOutFileName = new StringC'NodesOut.data");
public static void main(String[] args) {












JTabbedPane myPane = new JTabbedPane();
myPane.addTab( "Original Data", new GraphPanel(originalDataGraph));
System.out.println( "Data Read");
Graph tempGraph = new Graph(originalDataGraph);
Graph transitionGraph = new Graph();
transitionGraph.setProperty(Graph.nameKey, "Transition");
while (tempGraph.getSize() > 0) {
Enumeration e=tempGraph.arcs();
Arc next = (Arc)e.nextElement();
Node fromNode = next.getFromNode();
Node toNode = next.getToNode();















double lastTime = 0.0;
int lastLevel = 0;
for (Enumeration e3=common.elements(); e3.hasMoreElements(); ) {
next = (Arc)e3.nextElement();
double nextTime = ((Number)next.getProperty("TIME_ACQ")).doubleValue();
Arc newArc = new Arc(next.getFromNode(),next.getToNode());
newArc.setProperty("TRANS_TIME", new Double(nextTime-lastTime));
lastTime = nextTime;
int nextLevel = ((Number)next.getProperty("DISCR_LEVEL")).intValue();
String type = null;
if(lastLevel=0) {
switch (nextLevel) {
case 1: case 2: type = new String("Nu");
break;




if (lastLevel— 1) {
switch (nextLevel) {
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case 0: case 4: type = new StringC'Mu");
break;






case 0: case 4: type = new StringC'Mu");
break;











case 1: case 2: type = new StringC'Nu");
break;












Graph sysGraph = new Graph();
sysGraph.setProperty(Graph.nameKey,"System");
for (Enumeration e=transitionGraph.arcs(); e.hasMoreElements(); ) {
Arc nextArc = (Arc)e.nextElement();
Node fromNode = nextArc.getFromNodeO;
String sysName = (String)fromNode.getProperty("UNIT_NAME");
Node fromSysNode = sysGraph.getNode(Node.nameKey,sysName);
if (fromSysNode=null) {




Node toNode = nextArc.getToNode();
sysName = (String)toNode.getProperty("UNIT_NAME");
Node toSysNode = sysGraph.getNode(Node.nameKey,sysName);
if(toSysNode==null) {





String transType = (String)nextArc.getProperty("TRANS_TYPE");
Number transTime = (Number)nextArc.getProperty("TRANS_TIME");
Arc transArc = null;
for (Enumeration eSys = sysGraph.arcs(); eSys.hasMoreElements(); ) {
Arc next = (Arc)eSys.nextElement();
if (fromSysNode.equals(next.getFromNode()) &&
toSysNode.equals(next.getToNode()) &&






transArc = new Arc(fromSysNode,toSysNode);
transArc.setProperty("TRANS_TYPE",transType);








int count = ((Number)transArc.getProperty("transCount")).intValue()
+ 1;








Enumeration nl = sysGraph.nodes();
Graph availGraph = new Graph();
while (nl.hasMoreElements()) {
Node fromNode = (Node)nl.nextElement();
Enumeration n2 = sysGraph.nodes();
while (n2.hasMoreElements()) {
Node toNode = (Node)n2.nextElement();
ArcSet availArcs = new ArcSet();
for (Enumeration al = sysGraph.arcs(); al.hasMoreElementsO; ) {
Arc nextArc = (Arc)al.nextElement();
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double mu=0.0; double muOne=0.0; double nu=0.0;
double tau=0.0; double lambda=0.0;
for (Enumeration al = availArcs.elements(); al.hasMoreElements(); ) {
Arc nextArc = (Arc)al.nextElement();
String type = (String)nextArc.getProperty("TRANS_TYPE");
















} // Arcs in Avail
double tgtAvail = ((nu*lambda)+tau*(lambda+mu))/
((tau+nu+mu)*(lambda+mu));
Arc availArc = new Arc(fromNode,toNode);
availArc.setProperty("tgtAvail",newDouble( tgtAvail));
availGraph.addArc(availArc);









For recognition firing criterion, only the following changes, concerning the
transition rates in the Markov chain model, should be made to the program above:




case 1: type = new String("Nu");
break;






case 0: case 4: type = new String("Mu");
break;
















case 1: type = new String("Nu");
break;














APPENDIX D. TARGET AVAILABILITY VALUES OBTAINED FOR EACH
JANUS SCENARIO RUN
The following are the target availability values are obtained from the program in
Appendix C. This program calculates the steady state values, Pva(°°), of the continuous-
time, three-state Markov chain model of target acquisition. These values correspond to
the target availability parameters as explained in Chapter IV. The NaN values represent
the cases where the steady state equation provides an undefined (zero divided by zero)
value. This is normal since some of the weapon systems do not get detected enough
times to have positive transition rates in the Markov chain model. This is due to the
manuever plan selected, where those forces in the rear of the attack formation do not get
detected enough times or do not make enough detections of the opposing side. The NaN
values are not included in the averaged final target availability values.
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run: 15028
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.1526 0.1353 0.0784
M2IFV 1 NaN 0.1375
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run : 15028
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
0.0399 T-72 0.088 0.3102
NaN T-80 0.2035 0.9054
BMP 0.0962 0.1755
BMP-2 0.295 NaN
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run: 15029
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1AI 0.0552 0.2998 0.123
M2IFV 0.4205 0.0152 0.1824
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run : 15029
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
0.0589 T-72 0.2181 0.7045




Firing Criterion : Recognition Run: 15030
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.3198 0.0658 0.2143
M2IFV 1 NaN NaN
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run : 15030
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
NaN T-72 0.6066 0.0559
NaN T-80 0.3416 0.7122
BMP 0.1838 0.1601
BMP-2 0.0415 0.2605
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run: 15031
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.1108 1 0.2055
M2IFV 0.9999 0.2352 0.13
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run : 15031
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
0.0337 T-72 0.3188 0.2463
0.0858 T-80 NaN NaN
BMP 0.0338 0.0866
BMP-2 0.5227 0.0561
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run: 15032
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.0549 0.0718 0.0655
M2IFV 0.3786 0.2696 0.0548
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run : 15032
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
0.0881 T-72 0.825 NaN
0.0233 T-80 0.265 0.0471
BMP 0.0973 0.1152
BMP-2 0.2458 0.0673
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run: 15033
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.2481 0.1465 0.1021
M2IFV 0.163 0.9999 0.1572
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run : 15033
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV




Firing Criterion : Recognition Run: 15034
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.3674 0.0905 0.1837
M2IFV 0.4989 0.3058 0.0197
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run : 15034
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV





Firing Criterion : Recognition Run: 15035
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.7362 0.1641 0.2443
M2IFV 0.6455 0.027 NaN
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run : 15035
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
0.0121 T-72 0.2468 0.2019
NaN T-80 1 0.3906
BMP 0.1706 0.1853
BMP-2 0.0674 0.3305
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run: 15036
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.3264 0.1201 0.4489
M2IFV 0.5073 0.1236 0.017
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run : 15036
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
0.057 T-72 0.6811 0.582
0.0394 T-80 0.0855 0.3014
BMP 1 0.1556
BMP-2 0.3107 0.0603
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run: 15037
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.2234 0.279 0.1351
M2IFV 0.2212 0.0147 NaN
Firing Criterion : Recognition Run : 15037
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
NaN T-72 0.8126 0.4963
0.9999 T-80 0.048 0.0164
BMP 0.0702 0.7102
BMP-2 0.3182 0.3301
FINAL Aij VALUES FINAL Bji VALUES
Firing Criterion : Recognition Firing Criterion : Recognition
Detected Observing Units Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
MIA1 0.25948 0.23729 0.18008 0.0647429 T-72 0.48611 0.3771




Firing Criterion : Identification Run: 15040
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.1157 0.1764 0.0988
M2IFV 0.5317 0.1586 0.354
Firing Criterion : Identification Run : 15040
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
0.0403 T-72 0.5166 0.1755
0.4911 T-80 0.5087 0.4458
BMP 0.1961 0.5558
BMP-2 0.5782 0.4967
Firing Criterion : Identification Run: 15041
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.3832 0.1137 0.1021
M2IFV 0.1145 0.472 0.2832
Firing Criterion : Identification Run : 15041
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
0.1664 T-72 0.6271 0.5676
0.0579 T-80 0.4148 0.3754
BMP 0.0831 0.2564
BMP-2 0.3129
Firing Criterion : Identification Run: 15042
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1AI 0.4718 0.0549 0.1454
M2IFV 0.9999 0.0876 0.3349
Firing Criterion : Identification Run : 15042
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
0.141 T-72 0.6275 0.1813
0.0166 T-80 1 0.7461
BMP 0.1762 0.0586
BMP-2 0.705 0.2639
Firing Criterion : Identification Run: 15043
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.5089 0.502 0.5759
M2IFV 0.5246 0.0222 0.334
Firing Criterion : Identification Run : 15043
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
0.0818 T-72 0.5176 0.3242
1 T-80 0.1477 0.3119
BMP 0.0978 0.3619
BMP-2 0.5573 0.3318
Firing Criterion : Identification Run: 15044
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.3419 0.0278 0.2323
M2IFV 0.2339 0.4091 0.084
Firing Criterion : Identification Run : 15044
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV





Firing Criterion : Identification Run: 15045
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.4307 0.5308 0.2646
M2IFV 0.3031 0.6428 0.2523
Firing Criterion : Identification Run : 15045
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV




Firing Criterion : Identification Run: 15046
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.466 0.1561 0.4362
M2IFV 0.9999 0.7346 0.3021
Firing Criterion : Identification Run : 15046
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
0.199 T-72 0.8801 0.5184
0.044 T-80 0.3975 0.0742
BMP 0.0539 0.4549
BMP-2 0.2453 0.0514
Firing Criterion : Identification Run: 15047
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.4386 0.0954 0.3552
M2IFV 0.3328 0.5198 0.1664
Firing Criterion : Identification Run : 15047
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV




Firing Criterion : Identification Run: 15048
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.2406 0.1217 0.4448
M2IFV 0.6993 0.0497 0.2125
Firing Criterion : Identification Run : 15048
Detected Observing Units
BMP-2 Units MIA1 M2IFV
0.1289 7-72 0.643
0.3079 T-80 0.1366 0.0957
BMP 0.1686 0.1451
BMP-2 0.6175 0.4047
Firing Criterion : Identification Run: 15049
Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP
M1A1 0.0604 NaN 0.3669
M2IFV 0.2956 1 0.0398
Firing Criterion : Identification Run : 15049
Detected Observiiig Units
BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
0.0602 T-72 0.6225 0.3032




FINAL Aij VALUES FINAL Bji VALUES
Firing Criterion : Identification Firing Criterion : Identification
Detected Observing Units Detected Observing Units
Units T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2 Units M1A1 M2IFV
M1A1 0.34578 0.1976444 0.30222 0.142 T-72 0.62944 0.30635










APPENDIX E. THE JAVA PROGRAM USED IN EXTRACTING NECESSARY
INFORMATION FROM DIRECT-FIRE KILL FILES
The following JAVA program reads in the information contained in the modified
JANUS direct-fire kill files. It extracts the information that is required for use in
calculation for the conditional kill rate MLEs. The data that is extracted includes the
times between kill events and the numbers of remaining entities at those times. This
information is formatted and written to a text file. The text file is then imported into an
















* Program Calculating Kill Rates
* For Recognition and Identification
* Firing Criteria
*/
public class DataGraph4 {
static String nodesFileName = new StringCSYSMAP15037.DAT");
static String arcsFileName = new SmngfDFKILL15049.DAT");
static String arcsOutFileName = new StringC'ArcsOut.data");
static String nodesOutFileName = new StringC'NodesOut.data");




int countM2IFV = 56;
int countT72 = 8;
int countT80 = 8;
int countBMP = 8;
int countBMP2 = 8;
int numBlueSys = 2;
int numRedSys = 4;
int [ ][ ] blueTotalKills = new int [nurnBlueSys][numRedSys];
int [ ][ ] redTotalKills = new int [numRedSys][numBlueSys];
for (int r=0; r<2; r++){
for (intt=0;t<4;t++){
blueTotalKills [r][t] = 0;
redTotalKills [t][r] = 0;
}
}
double alphaij [ ][ ] = new double [numBlueSys][numRedSys];
double betaji [ ][ ] = new double [numRedSys] [numBlueSys];
for (int a=0; a<2; a++){
for(intb=0;b<4;b++){
alphaij [a][b] = 0;




Graph killDataGraph = new Graph();











Graph tempGraph = new Graph(killDataGraph);
//Graph killGraph = new Graph();
//killGraph.setProperty(Graph.nameKey,"killGraph");
Vector survivorsMlAl = new Vector();
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Vector survivorsM2EFV = new Vector();
Vector survivorsT72 = new Vector();
Vector survivorsT80 = new Vector();
Vector survivorsBMP = new Vector ();
Vector survivorsBMP2 = new Vector ();
Vector v = new Vector();






survivorsBMP2.addElement(new Integer( 8) )
;
Enumeration m = tempGraph.arcs();
while (m.hasMoreElements()){
Arc next = (Arc) m.nextElement();
Node fromNode = next.getFromNode();
Node toNode = next.getToNode();
String firerName = ((String) fromNode.getProperty("UNIT_NAME"));





survivorsM 1A 1 .addElement(new Integer(countM 1 Al ));
blueTotaiKills[0][0] = blueTotalKills[0][0] +1;
else if ((firerName.equals("T-80"))&& (victimName.equals("MlAl"))){
countMlAl= countMlAl -1;
survivorsM 1A 1 .addElement(new Integer(countM 1A 1 ))
;
blueTotaIKills[0][l] = blueTotalKills[0][l] +1;
else if ((firerName.equals("BMP"))&& (victimName.equals("MlAl"))){
countMlAl = countMlAl -1;
survivorsM 1A 1 .addElement(new Integer(countM 1Al ));
blueTotalKills[0][2] = blueTotalKills[0][2] +1;
)
else if ((firerName.equals("BMP-2"))&& (victimName.equals("MlAl"))){
countMlAl = countMlAl -1;
survivorsM 1A 1 .addElement(new Integer(countM 1A 1 ))
blueTotalKills[0][3] = blueTotalKills[0][3] +1;
}
else if ( !victimName.equals("M 1A 1 " )) {








blueTotalKills[l][0] = blueTotalKills[l][0] +1;
else if ((firerName.equals("T-80"))&& (victimName.equals("M2EFV"))){
countM2IFV = countM2EFV- 1
;
survivorsM2IFV.addElement(new Integer(countM2IFV));
blueTotalKills[l][l] = blueTotalKills[l][l] +1;
else if ((firerName.equals("BMP"))&& (victimName.equals("M2IFV"))){
countM2IFV= countM2IFV -1;
survivorsM2IFV.addElement(new Integer(countM2IFV));
blueTotalKills[l][2] = blueTotalKi!ls[l][2] +1;
else if ((firerName.equals("BMP-2"))&& (victimName.equals("M2IFV"))){
countM2IFV = countM2DFV -1;
survivorsM2IFV.addElement(new Integer(countM2EFV));
blueTotalKills[l][3] = blueTotalKills[l][3] +1;
}








redTotalKills[0][0] = redTotalKills[0][0] +1;
}
else if ((firerName.equals("M2IFV"))&& (victimName.equals("T-72"))){
countT72 =countT72-l;
survivorsT72.addElement(new Integer(countT72));










redTotalKills[l][0] = redTotalKills[l][0] +1;
}
else if ((firerName.equals("M2IFV"))&& (victimName.equals("T-80"))){
countT80 = countT80-l;
survivorsT80.addElement(new Integer(countT80));








redTotalKiIls[2][0] = redTotalKills[2][0] +1;
)
else if ((firerName.equals("M2IFV"))&& (victimName.equals("BMP"))){
countBMP = countBMP- 1;
survivorsBMP.addElement(new Integer(countBMP));








redTotalKills[3][0] = redTotalKills[3][0] +1;
}











double lastTime = 0.0;
int victimCount = 0;
String lastVictimName = new String("");
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for (Enumeration e3=tempGraph.arcs(); e3.hasMoreElements(); ) {
Arc next = (Arc)e3.nextElement();
Node fromNodel = next.getFromNode();
Node toNodel = next.getToNode();
String victimName = ((String)toNodel.getProperty("UNIT_NAME"));
String firerName = ((String)fromNodel.getProperty("UNIT_NAME"));
double nextTime = ((Number)next.getProperty("TIME_KILL")).doubleValue();
Arc newArc = new Arc(next.getFromNode(),next.getToNode());
newArcsetPropertyCvictimName",victimName);







JTabbedPane myPane = new JTabbedPane();
myPane.addTab("DF Kill Data", new GraphPanel(killDataGraph));
GraphFrame theFrame =new GraphFrame ("Ziya's JANUS DF Kill Data");
theFrame.getContentPane().add(myPane);
theFrame.setVisible(true);
Integer [ ] survMlAl = new Integer [survivorsMlAl.size()];
Integer [ ] survM2IFV = new Integer [survivorsM2IFV.size()];
Integer [ ] survT72 = new Integer [survivorsT72.size()];
Integer [ ] survT80 = new Integer [survivorsT80.size()];
Integer [ ] survBMP = new Integer [survivorsBMP.size()];
Integer [ ] survBMP2 = new Integer [survivorsBMP2.size()];
Double [ ] timeBWKills = new Double [v.size()];
















System.out.println( " v "+timeBWKills. length)
;
DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("#.0000");
try{
FileOutputStream outputFile = new FileOutputStream("outPut");
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PrintWriter printOut= new PrintWriter(outputFile);


























APPENDIX F. THE ATTRITION-RATE ESTIMATES CALCULATED USING
THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
Attrition-Rate Coefficients' (Conditional Kill Rates) Values Obtained
From Scenarios Run With Identification Firing Criterion
Run: 15040
ALPHAij T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
M1A1 0.0806 0.0536 0.0337 0.0455 T-72




ALPHAij T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
M1A1 0.0875 0.0366 0.0424 0.0257 T-72




ALPHAij T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
M1A1 0.0758 0.0447 0.0349 0.0413 T-72




ALPHAij T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
M1A1 0.1062 0.0275 0.0334 0.0160 T-72




ALPHAij T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
M1A1 0.1566 0.0450 0.0224 0.0420 T-72




ALPHAij T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
M1A1 0.1359 0.0327 0.0223 0.0536 T-72



































ALPHAij T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
M1A1 0.0614 0.0899 0.0141 0.0502 T-72




ALPHAij T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
M1A1 0.1462 0.0233 0.0285 0.0120 T-72




ALPHAij T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
M1A1 0.1062 0.0778 0.0137 0.0082 T-72




ALPHAij T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
M1A1 0.1547 0.0461 0.0230 0.0293 T-72
M2IFV 0.0773 0.0230 0.0538 0.0097 T-80
BMP
BMP-2
Final Averaged i Attrition-Rate
Coefficients For Identification
ALPHAij T-72 T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
M1A1 0.1111 0.0477 0.0268 0.0324 T-72





























Attrition-Rate Coefficients' (Conditional Kill Rates) Values Obtained

























T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji M1A1 M2IFV
0.0725 0.0281 0.0402 T-72 0.0975 0.0000
0.0322 0.0636 0.0390 T-80 0.0040 0.0000
BMP 0.0000 0.0000
BMP-2 0.3316 0.2081
T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji M1A1 M2IFV
0.0572 0.0274 0.0153 T-72 0.0734 0.0000
0.0163 0.0897 0.0738 T-80 0.0039 0.0000
BMP 0.0000 0.0000
BMP-2 0.2455 0.0922
T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji M1A1 M2IFV
0.0618 0.0304 0.0576 T-72 0.0716 0.0015
0.0177 0.0609 0.0556 T-80 0.0044 0.0000
BMP 0.0000 0.0000
BMP-2 0.4007 0.2227
T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji M1A1 M2IFV
0.0478 0.0481 0.0566 T-72 0.0982 0.0000
0.0159 0.0621 0.0409 T-80 0.0027 0.0000
BMP 0.0000 0.0000
BMP-2 0.2025 0.1307
T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji M1A1 M2IFV
0.0300 0.0346 0.0567 T-72 0.1045 0.0000
0.0300 0.0556 0.0682 T-80 0.0040 0.0000
BMP 0.0000 0.0000
BMP-2 0.3825 0.0000
T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji M1A1 M2IFV
0.0391 0.0454 0.0494 T-72 0.0876 0.0000

























T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
0.0595 0.0291 0.0717 T-72
0.0085 0.0732 0.0551 T-80
BMP
BMP-2
T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
0.0297 0.0470 0.0000 T-72
0.0223 0.0743 0.1296 T-80
BMP
BMP-2
T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
0.0519 0.0368 0.0662 T-72
0.0259 0.0296 0.0639 T-80
BMP
BMP-2
T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
0.0513 0.0288 0.0483 T-72
0.0171 0.0650 0.1089 T-80
BMP
BMP-2
T-80 BMP BMP-2 BETAji
0.0501 0.0356 0.0462 T-72
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